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IB.PRO:UUC'rlON

"Paraly tio ileua" ia the term that has been conven-

tionally apnlied to a group of

oonsieting of

eym~tome

nausea and vomiting and a failure of the bowel oontenta
to move forward.

Some authors subdivide thie term into

aclynamio and dynamic or. {spas tio) iloue,

After survey-

ing the literature it would seem that the term •para.
lytia ileus" ie badly ohosen, einoe the intestinal wall
is not paralyzed but its activity appears to be inhibited by an overactive sympathetic nervous system, beaau~e

it is founu by

bloo~ing

the splanchnia nerves or

by sninal anesthesia, the paretio intestine of •paralytic ileus• oan be made to contract, Probably Moivera
(1) term "functional obatruotion•, better applies to
this oor.dition since there is a complete absence of
propulsion of gas and fluid, a condition identical with
that of

com~lete

it "inertia

organic obstruotion,

Gray (2) calls

distention.~

Bay (3) oonsidere this group of

drome and not a disease entity.

sym~toms

a syn-

Some writers dignify

the oommon forty-eight hour poat-onerative distention,
~ain,

vomiting, and

tem~orary

paresis as

post-o~erative

~aralytic.ileus,

but oases which yield to hot

tations, enemata

an~ sim~le
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fermen~

tubal drainage seem in the

opinion of moat authors not to deserve this classifioation.

'i'hile functional obstruction may represent

nrogreasion from ordinary

~oat-operative

distention.

it ia the more advanoeu ileus,usually due to the added
presence of infection as
injury, vascular
that

i~

~hanres,

con~idereu

gro~s

peritoneal irritation,

or extra abdominal causes

for the moat nart in this paper.

Stout (4), however,

s~ates

that ileus should be

considered a cief ini t e :oa thologiaal entity.
oour~e

he states is one of slow anu inbidioue progress,

the majority of
boo~

.lhe usual

oa~e~

never

re~ching

the final text-

pioLure of ileua, but the speed with which ileue

develops varies greatly and some cases rapidly reaoh
the end cltage of complete paresis,
~unotional

ileus may be defined as a disorgan.

iza t.ion ano. .impairment of .no tor function of the g-as.
tro-in~astinal
ohemi~try

traot with resulting toxemia and blood

change~.

-~-

HISTJRICAL STATEMJ;;NT

Mciver (5) reviews the history of the subject
in detail. He divides the progress made into three
stages oocuring since the beginine of the 19th century.

In the first period whioh roughly covers the

whole of the 19th century the development seems to

heve centered about the study of the anatomy and the
physiology of the disease, and their relation to the
olinical pioture.

It was in this neriod that diff-

erent types of obstruction were distinguished and a
start made on the study of the Ceo.use and mechanism.

Ileus began to be distinEtuished from conditions such
as tynhoid fever,peritonitis,colic,asities and from
other conditions.

Moiver (5) oulninates this stage of develonment
in the last 25 years of the 19th century and the first
decade of the 20th, when the develcirir:1ent of abdomimal
surgery made possible a better knowledge of the pathological changes occuring early in the disease. He
cites the works of Brenton,Leichtenstern,Bryant,Fitz,

and Treves as outstanding in !his period.
Treves' ( 6) w·ork on 'Intestinal Obstruction' is
interesting. The work deals mostly with mechanical
Obstruction. In considoring 'paresis' of the rut he
states that electricity

9S
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a cure for

intestin~l

;obstruction,so far as he could ascertain were for the
nost Dart examples of ileus deuending on fecal accumulation. In these oases electricity,he states, as a
node of treatment is "intelligble

and m':.;r be exnect-

ed to be of benifit."
~civer

(5)

be~ins

the secnnd neriod in the latter

part of the 19th century and culminates it in the first
quarter of the p ·esent
1

centur~r.

·~his

Deri'~)d

seems to

be chsracterized by a study of the toxic factors. He
states in nart: ttWi th the increasing !lumbe:r of abdominal operations and autopsies the
ture

~oresented

by acute

patholo~ical

pic-

intestinal obstr11ction became

clearer,and it was soon a;iuarent that frequently these
findings did not fully ex;ilain the aaute syntoms and
~rostration

manisfested.by the patient during the ill-

nes,;,n'Jr adequately ·1coo·1nt for the death that so of-

ten ensuf,d. rrhe seRrcii for less obvious facto"s which
·1ight explain the observed factors has centered around
the beleif

th~t

the course of events following intes-

tinal obstruction could best be exnlaind by the action
of some rowerful tozin. The rise of bncteriology gave
sti~ulus

and direction to these investigations. The

bacterial invasion of the neritoneal cavity and blood
stream was first investigatPd,but it Tias found that
while this occured in certain irstancos it would

~ot

account for the death of the patient in a far larger
number of instances where the findinps were negative.
-4-

-Attention was next turned to the contents of the
obstructed bowel,which were obviously foul and
grossly contar:-iinated with bacteria ;and it was easily proved by

injectin~

this naterial into other

animals that it was usually highly toxic. rnhe possibility that some factor other than bacteria might
be

res~onsible

for the acute illness has also been

studied in length ,not;tbly that a toxic secretion is
forHed by the bowel '"JUCosa or that certain of the
digestive ferments become toxic under conditions of
obstruction. A great deal of work has heen done in
an attempt to isolate and idt)ntify a sinrle chemical-

ly

toxin from the

~ure

obst~ucted

bowel;but while a

number of substances have been isolated that nroved
to be highly toxic,there has been no general
ment as to their aotual role in the disease.

a~reeII

'Ton Albeok,Clairmont, 1ioger, ~'ur:ihy, Vincent and
Drapper are the men of this period

~elver

considers

of note.
Dranper (?) concludes at this timc,"that the
power of the 11 ver to ,...·air camphor and glycurnnic

acid is urobabl;r seriously im!1aired after duodenal
ob?truction and that toxemia in obstruction undoubtly arises from an interference with cellular reactions of the intestinal epitheliun snd in addition
to the

""'lacir~g

of je,iunal and iliac epi theliun in

-5-

in the stomach of nost-operative cases an emulsion
of tltem

should probably i)e used in colonic irrir,a-

tions for the same indications and '.lUr"ose."
In the third and present period Mciver points
~oint

out that the chief interest or

of advance has

been in the less obvious bodily changes that come
about as secondary results of

obstruction,es~ecial

ly us shown by the chemical and

physiolc~ical

occuring in the body and in the body

changes

fluids,es~ecial

llv in the marked dehydration and lowerinf cf the
blood chlorides.
~artwell

and Roguet,Holden and Orr and others

have done much work along these lines. r'civer points
out however thnt since these chanpes do not oocur in
all tynes of intestinal obstruction and when treatment is calibrated to correct them indiscriminately
tL·'"' :.'esul ts have naturally been disaPointing. He goes
on in :' irt: "The investir;ations made during the third
period concerninp the changes that occur in the blood
qnd body fluids with certain typ2s of obstruction and
the neasures that may be taken to correct them are of
first importance and can be understood only if nne has
a clear conceution of the fundamentals of the altered
nhysiology and na th(')log;.r in di f'ferent tynes of obs tr11c -

tion.

Therepeutic Measures have been influenced by

all these findings but surgical treatment has rarely
-6-

v·

~allowed

systematically on the advance of the theo-

retioal knowledge of a disease,and in its early beginin~s

was emnerical and designed to releive certain

symtons. Attemnts to

trea~ment,by

surp:ical measure,

cases of intestinal obstruction have from very early
tines to the present proceeded along two main lines:
First by the indidect method

whose

ori~inal

object

was to relei ve certain symtoms, par·ticul;,rl~r disten-

tion by draining the intestine above the noint of
obstruction and secondly,operations intended to find
and remove the cause of the obstruction.
~rimitive

~he

most

of the indirect methods of tapping the

distended ooils of intestine by blind

pu~cture

thru

the abdominal wall goes back to ver;r early times
when this or1eration was used to relei ve (li tension
of the abdomen both from asites and from accumulations
in the intestine. ",he makinE' of an external opening
in the oolon for the releif of distention has been
~racticed

since the begininr of the 18th century at

least)for Litter described this oneration in 1?10.
A later r:.todification by Amusatt consisted in opening
the colon in the left lunbar region;over a hundred
years later Dupuytren established drainage from

~he

snall intestine above the point of obstruction. It
remained for '.Telaton in about the middle of the cen-

oentury, to establish this as an
-7-

~ccepted

sur~ical

procedure carefully thought out. The vnlue of onterostomy was soon realized and it is in use today 8odifed in technique and choice of lccation but not in
p~inciole.

cases of
inr to

This procedure

si~ple

could

usu~lly

releive only

obstruction and did little or noth-

elei ve the :aore frequent c·:"tses where in a.Cl.d-

i ti on to the occlusion

~r

the lu1nen there was inter-

ference with mescnteric circulation to the involve0
sef.Jnent.

Almost sirrml taneously with the em

··lo;;i.,e~t

of these indirect methods,direct attenpts were made
to releive the condition by

onenin~

the abdomen and

removing the obstruction. Sefore tbe days of asepis

and anesthesia these procedures were cesperate and
few in number."
\/

The literature of the last 40 years ;'eveals
mnny new oonoeps both as to treatment and to mechanism. 'here ha:::. been a better 1 mdcrstandinr- of the

toxic factors and tho secondary ctanfes that ooour
in ':he body fJuids. Much st11dy has been done on the
inorganic chenicals of the dip,esti Ye .iuices especiall;r

sodium and chloride ions and their relation to

dehydration.

~he

roentgen ray has aided materially

in the diar,:nosis. Trew drUf!S have been introduced
along with improved methods of tubal
the chances of a

~1atient

with

considerably.

-8-

'i~

drai~a~e,s~

that

ens' have increased

It is the attempt of this ·Daner then, to very
briefly review the literature en the rec3nt concP.rts
of the disease

with special reference to the mech-

anism and treatment of the functional variety of
ileus.

-9-

DIAfilTOSIS

The diagnosis of a functional obstruction will
first be considered very briefly.
'.~ost

authors stress the necessi t;r of ma:dnf an

early diagnosis.

The real difficulty,however seems

to be not in diagnosing the presence or absence of
an obstruction b11t in distinpuishing between the or-

ganic and functional variety.

Both t:r .es are found

to have many basio signs and symptoms in common.
In reviewing the literature,few l:il:::loratory pro-

cedures are found to be of any benifit in tLe early
diagnosis. Also it is found that the clinical signs

and aymtoms in tho early stages are not at all oonst•.:int.
may be

It is found that muscle snasm and tenderness
abse~t.

Abdominal distension may be absent

or slight, the tenperature and white blood count may
be within nor'v1l limits.

tTsually tte ca:;:-dinal sym-

tons af abdoJ'linal --ain,obstipation and vonitin(! are
present but they are found to vary much in intensity

anC. are also associated with diseases wh=:_ch may or

nay not require such careful treatnent.
ors state,as in any

dia~nosis,t!~,t

!'cost auth-

the patient should

be studied in Peneral and with snecinl reference alsn
to information

•:;hi~t

does nc't d,:al particularly with

the presenting symtoms,since the suspected obstruction

~·1uy

develope

into lead colic o::.' an abdominal
-10-

9risis of tabes or som8 other conuition.
Since the

~ain,

obeti~ation,

anu vomiting are most

alwavs presant dach ona will here be uonsiuered in more
detail.
Pain:

Green (8) states

tha~

chills may be

~resent

in auynamic ileus but not in mechanical obstruction.
He uoints out
com~lete

~he

nain is not colicky in type; also Che

absence of all

~eriataltia

sounds in rlace of

the turbulent gurgling bowel noices heard in the meohanioal types.

moiver (5) points out that where peri-

tonitis complicates the uicture or following serious
o~erative

~rocedure

pain may be absent or if present

may be not the oucstandine, but only a very minor feature.
Donaldaon{9)

~oints

out in his series of

ca~ai

that in no instance was distention definitely noted in
the first twen Cy-four hours.

After forty-eight hours

nearly all the cases prebented clinical distention but
in some wac not mctrKeu in the earlier nart
of the fifth '
..
twelve hour u~rio~.
Morgan ana Hoffman (10) state that in a series of
100 cases,abdominal pain w&s ~resent in 86%.

Obetipation:
1t

i~

With complete intestinal obstruction

evident that the intestinal stream is oomnletely

ato~ped;

but with cessation of bowel movement

an~ropriate

ev~n

stimulation, is by moat authors not

-1-l-

after

coneid~red

~athogomonic

of the

Qisea~e.

consti~ation

anu reflex inhibition of

It is found that obatinate

ocour in other conuitions in which
as for exarnnle, renal colic.

inte~tinal

abuomina~ ~ain

motility
o~uurs,

Stout {4) points out that

even though the bowels have moved aftar the onset of the
~ain

thiti is not conclue1ve evidence that obstruction

does not exiet, but he

tiSYS,

"failure to obtain even gas

on the administration of subsequent enemas, however ie
a

~inding

with

thac cannot be dicregarded,and in cor.junction

a~dominal ~ain

Abbott {ll)

state~

should suggest complete obstruction,"
this should call for consultation.

anu Hoffman (10) found consti-o& i:.ion or obstil'a tion

;~organ

presenL in 40fo of the CctSed.
Vomiting;
is

illOS i;

after

A~

before st&ted it io found that vomiting

always -ore;;;ent anu is founa to ocuur vary promptly

~he

onciet of the obstruction.

ihe vomitus is found

to present no chc:.rac{;erii:>tio feature ea4:ly in the aisease
but later

it

qualitie~.

is found to have characteristic and distinct

Mo!ver (5)

des~ri~es

fluid containing small whitish
on standing.
repre~ents
~ixture

it as a thin yellowish

p~rticles

th~t

The odor is foul anu extreme.

Gettle out
This fluid

the contents of the sm8ll intestine anu is a

of the secretions of the digestive glanas and of

the intestinal tract, which are poured out in great quantities ana infected with

usually

~esoribed

~acteria,

?his is the material

as 'feaal' or 'stercoroceous'.

£he

odor ic from the colon bacilli aQ well as other nutre-1~-

faotive bacteria.

It

~oes

not Moiver l5) maKes cleaf,

contain any feces since true vomiting of feoes is found
only where there

a fistulous oommuni0ation

i~

~etween

the stomach and colon.

do it is conoluded that vomiting uoes not aid materially in the uiag·noaic since between the onset of ob ..
etruation anu the
itue an interval

an~earance
elapse~

of the charaoteristio vom-

whioh in 8ome cases may be aays

so that inspcccion of the vomitus may only confirm the
diagnotiid,

an~

~he

most favorahle time to initiate treat-

ment may be founa. to have passed,
Physical
conclusive.

Signs~

No physiual ciigns are founa to be

Depending,on

cour~e,they

~~Y

be founa to

]e slight, absent or pronounced. Distention is the
oom(Lon f inuiog.

~oat

::.linoe, however, it ta.l:Ces an an-oreciable

length of time for fluid anQ gas to accumulace in suffi~ien~

quantities to produce a demonstrable distention

of the abdomen, this L:5 not an eC;1rly aymptom unless th.ere

has been some chronic
the acute atLack.

o~struction

bef'ore the onset of

Muscle spasm ana. tenderneso are aleo

found to be late oigns •
...;iagnoeis by X-ra.y:

.Diagnocis of obs true tion de-

pena.s on notinf the collection:;; of fluid and gas in the
intel:3tine and .. he uhara1Jteristic patterns they as::mme.
In

~he

small

in~ectlne

small

~c~umulations

of gas may

give the outline a.eocribed by Case \12) as the

-lZ-

11

herringbone 11

a-p-pearan .;;e; or a lo.du.er <::.rrangemen t of the uila tPd cnils

.rne
note

ciiame i.er of the uila ted coils is also a point to
c~refully

aucording to Case

~l~).

Ochsner 2nu Cranger

( 13) have found the detection of multi iJle fluid levels

to be a very important

in uiafnodis.

poin~

that to see thia, the uatient
~oaition,

the
view

be in the uprig·ht

either eiti.ing, sLanding, or lying on tbe side,

~icture

Vvilih

mu~>t

rhey point out

being

t~~en

anterio-nosterior or a lateral

the 9atie11t l:ring· on back.

Smith (14) aonciidera the roentrenologic examination
very imuortant anu reliable

He recommends routine

~elng

preo~eraLive

92~ ~oBitive

in

~a

cases.

roentgenologic eY.amin-

a tion.
Differential Diagnosis:
with acute

intestin~l

Diseases that may be 0onfused

obBtruction are in general

tho~e

that give a)do.:iim.. l -pain anu at the same time cause inter-

ferenoe with intestinal ,notility.

'J:lhe list of diseases

having a symptom com"'9lex whiuh may, at least in -part resemble th2 . . of acute obstruction is long; a few outatanci-

ing examplas of dii'1erent ty·nes may be .nen 1:.ioned anc1 briefly aomm8n ted upon.
~mong

~he

more general uonstitutional uiseases that

may hMve abuominal

symptom~

of tiUfficient

~rominence

to be

confused with intesilnal obstruction should be mentioned,

leau colic,

~ho gb~tric

crisis of tabes, and uremia.

-14-

Malver (5)

~oints

out it shoulQ not be forrotten that

'9Deumonia anu cardia(;

t~rom1Josis

are capable of caus-

ing severe upper a ';u._:::ninal pain ·:;hich :nay be acaom-paniad by nau:.;ea anu vou1i ting.

Among the more rare medi-

cal conditlons Lhat have been mista4en for obstruction,
freves (6) mentions cholera and poisoning by ar8enia.
Oeler (15)

states sngio-neurotic edema may at times

~auee

abdominal pain, nausea anu vomiting.

inten~e

ihe differential

niagno~is

then,

~epens u~on

find-

inE;· in the history ana nhysL:al examination, clear evi_.enue that some Ci.iaease other than intestinal obstruction

is responsible for the symptoms.

-15-

G~ERAL

ETIOLOGICaL CAUSES

An outline of the generetl etiological caul:3es as
given by Ochsner anu Gage (16) is here given.
diviue the causes into intra
I. Intra

a~u

They

extra abdominal.

~bdominal

Peritoneal irritation
l • .i'raumat.ic
{a). Poet operative
(b). Penetrating wounds
~. 3aoteria
(a). Peritonitis
3. Chemical
\a). Extravasation of blood
{b). Perforated reptic ulcer
(c). 3ile Pertonitie
\a). Acute pancreatitis
B. Vascular Gb.anges
1. Strangulation
(a) • Intramural
J.Jistention followinf ineahanical
ileu::3
\b). Extramural
Comnres~ion of mesenterio vessels

A.

c.

2.

~1esenterio

11 hrombositi

Extraperitoneal Irritation
l. Hemorrhage
::::. Infection
3. Renal

II. Extra Abdominal
A. Toxic
1. T-'neumonia

Uremia
.Em:pyema
4. Jystemic infection
2.

z•

3. Neurogenio
l. Injuries ana
~.

z.

disease~ of ~pinal cord
Leau Poisoning
Fracture of lower ribs
Irritation of ~pl~nchnic nerves

-16-

INGI.JENC3 AN.J

1

MOld ~LITY

Van 3uren and Smith (14) give a comparison of
mortality of groups clastiified accoro.ing to

ty~e8

in

a series of 130 acute ileus oases.
Late

'rota 1
No.

Series
Oom-plete Obs.
Inoom-olete Obs.
Paralytic Ileus
In this

Caa e 1a

Recovered.

60
63
88
69

130
~n

26
l~

Died

94
'i8

Mortality;b

36

2'7.6

13

14.Z
42.3
92.Z

11
1:2

H.1
1

series of ca1::>es, a oaoe Wa;;> considerea. to be

"paralytic ileus" if the intestines were disteno.ed uniformly,

diffu~e

~eritonitis

was jresent ana if no o1ctruction

was found.
Ileus comnlicating all Kinds of conditions are given
in the

litera~ure.

Gillee~ie

anu Rogers \1'7) reoort a

case of auynamic ileus in the newborn.

veral uases
por~e

anu

oom~licating s~elatal

cas0s of intestinal

throm~sis

(20)

of the

in a series

o~

~are~id

Orr (18) oitea

injuries.

89 ca~es re~ortci
Ca~es

Hoy (19) re-

occurring from emboliem

su~erior mesen~eric

in casas coming to surgery.

~e

artery.

rucker

a mortality of

28,~l~

following annendectomles

anu gall blad._;er surcery were mosl. frequent.

Sinae divh;-

ion of difi'erent types of cases is not observed. the

fi~rea

so compiled p-ive in nost cases, the fros::; mortality of a
group of cases sim0ly

clad~ed

as "acute obeGruction."

So

that no exact figures are available for the functional types
of

obstruc~ion

alone anu since the functional tyne aften

complicai;e;;> the organ.i.c oondl tion figures are afain confusing.
-1'7-

MECHANn>.M

su,pose then. we have a case of functional obstruction let us

con~ider

why the obstruction has oc-

curred.

?ue whole picture of the emnty stomach and motionless intebtine is that of a protective mechanism.

It is to be regardeu as a
injury or infection as a
anu rest the

~hysiolo~ical

~echanism

infla~meu ~art;

to

res~onse,

to

designed to mobilize
the ingestion

pre~ent

of fooa. and to localize t11e inflammatory

~rooe~s{

16) •

.rhe presence of Paoainian {or touch) cornuaales
in the mesencery, long recognized by
de~aribed

~eith

as 'enu organs for receiving

(21) and

~ressure'

are

found to excite the reflex immobility of the abuomine.l
walls.also a nroteocive mechanism.
~e

shown in the preceding outline, the cause may

be the result of local or inGra
may be a reflex

res~onse

a~dominal ~athology

or

to general or uistant body

pathology.
Mo Iver ( 5) in disouosing the comnlL:a ted

meohani~m

governing perietaltis stc:tes that it depeno.s on the muscle dtruoture of the gut wall, with its local nerve supply ana. influenced by an

extrin~io

the splanchnic anu vagus nerves.

nerve sul)pl_u through
Thus injury to the

muscle or nerve elements in the gut wall miFht abolish
-18-

peristalsis; or reflex

impulse~

extrinsic nerves might

~ring

l'he situat.ion is

furt~.er

res~onu

the bowel may

and at other

~imes.

about the same result.

curnr:licated ':ly the faut that

to one and the bame injury, at

~aralysis

times by ac atoniJ

transmitted over the

br a

inhi~ition

or

s~asmodic

of motility,

tonic contraction of

some segmenl. of the intestine whL::b interferes with the
pasoage of the

contents.

inte~tir.al

?ec8use of the
deBcri~e

that it has long been the custom to
stated. a functional

o~struction

namic' and' spastic' or
J::ngle(:22)

f~ct

it as before

as 'paralytic' or'ady-

'tiyna~ia.'

\5).

in his 1.orK on intestinal inhibitory

presented evidence in 19Z6 showinF that impul-

reflexe~

ses from the urinary tract, rectum, peritoneum and cer-

tair:. eireas reflexly. dimini.:;;h the tcnus and :riovement of
the

~mall

lnLestine.

Ee concluued that tha

s~lancbnics

COLtain the efferent paths of these reflexes, that the

vagi are very

lit~le

involved in these reactions and

that some of tr.1::1 aff er en t na ths involved are in the hypogi:is tr ics.
In

con~iuering

tte mechanism of

there &re generallv described four

the small bowel.

First, local

nor~al

ty~es

s~i~ging

reristalsis

of &ctivity in
movemenLs or

rhyth.nic segment.a tion:;; ·Nhic:h Knead the intestinal cont en r.s &nd mix the fcod ta4.en in with the ciiges t-

-19-

ive contents or juices; secondly slow changes in
tone; and th:Lrdly neri stal tic rushes named by r.'.et-

zer and Auer (23), which some times run from the
stomach to the a.nus carrying more or less material
iief':,re them.

Brown and ','.forkman ( 24) in 1924 des-

cribed also a gentle swayinf movement of the loop
or 'pendultun movement'.

Alvarez (25) points out

that it is imnortant to remember that all these activi tes continue after degenerative section of the
vagi and splanol1nics and that the first two and

poS!3-

ibly the third continue even after removal of the
bowel from the body.

:~1 ts

of intestinal muscle cut

out and susnended in oxygenated Locke's solution will
contract rhythm.ically for hours et a time and the fact
that they will sometimes beat m.ore regularly on the
third day after excision than on the first day,leads
Alvarez ( 26) to belei ve that nervous g··nglia have
little to do with the phenomenon.
'.'Then the anatomical intervation of the bowel is
considered it is found that there is an intrinsic and
extrinsic intervation.
nerve plexus
plexus or

The intrinsio consists of a

in the intestinal wall; the submucous

~£eissner

's plexus and the more impo1·tant

myenterio plexus or Auerbnok's, which lies between
the circuJ_ar and longitudinal muscle layers and serves
to aonduct stimuli and to coordinate movements. Dpon
this reflex denends the local reflex or myenterio
-20-

reflex,

(2~)

which according to 3ayliss and starling

(28) governs the orderly nrooess of the intestinal con-

tents, a wave of contracGion being nreoeded by a wave
of r,:Jlaxation.

Alvarez (29) questions the imnortance

o! the myenteric reflex and the propagation of the
peristaltio wave.
pas~cage

According to his view, the Clownward

of a wave is due to gradients of ir:ri tabili ty,

tone and metabolism between the upper and

low~r ~or

He reasons that what-

tions of the intestinal traot.

ever the mecnanism is that is res-ponsible for the cau-

dal progress of foou,must be built into the structure
of GVery inah of the bowel because when short sagmenta

are cut out, turned end for end, and the continuity of
~he

guc re"-tored, the direction of neristala1s in the

reverse segment remairis unchanged; liquids will -pass
but solids eventually
lumen of the bowel.

a

nor~al

bowel is so

~ill

the animal by blooking the

j,very segment, then, he says in
cons~ructed

that peristaltic

waves tena co go over it more easily in one direction
than in the Other.

rrhe condition resemble-: th& t :rre-

sent in certain worms in which 'polarizai;ion' is so

perfect lihat if the animal

i~

cut into very small

pieoes they all crawl in the same uireution toward the
point where the head used to be.
~lvarez

(29) further

re~sons

that whatever causes

thi:a :_:iolari;.,ca 1..J..on rnue t be grHuea. from the u.uodenum to
-~1-

the lower part of the ileum or it would not be ciernonActually Alverez ana. t.ia

strable on every segment.

associates, while studying the physiological properties of intestinal muscle found that many graded di:t'ferences in irritability, rhythmiaity, tone. latent
neriod, muscular strength
studie~

an~

metabolic rate.exist. His

show that just as in the heart, so in all the

bowel, waves bef:in in

~he

region of highe2t rhythm-

iai ty anu i·un to 1;he region of t;he lowest rhy thmio i ty.
If these gradea. differences aooount for the direction

ta~en

~eristaltio

by

tinue;:;, ii ha 1; if

~he

waves. it follows he aon-

metabolic rate and the irri ta bili ty

of the ileum were ·co be raised in any way, ae by the

preaenoe of inflammation, the gradient of forces might
be so flatened or reversed that

~he

bowel would trans-

port mbterial uaudad no betGer than it ordinarily
transports it orad.

·rhere may be ccotive Kneading move-

ments in such a bowel but no more transportation of
material than would be seen in a level ditch.

Further-

more, if toxins of dise&se should injure the sensitive duodenum more than the hardy ileum they would upset the
gra~ient

the

of forces by weakening

u~ner end, according to
~hat

~he

pumping power at

Alvarez' own statement.

irritation of the lower end of the bowel will

slow th·a p:i.'Ogreek3 of the material coming toward it" was
shown by Cannon,

when he irritated the cecum by injecting

the cecum with croton oil.

It has

~een

shown that

in acute ileus the towel for some distanue above the
obstructed and highly irritaten serment is empty.
Food residues are helu bao4 in the duodenum and jejenum anu as

~1varez

(29) states if enterostomy is

to do any goon the ouening must be made far orad in
the region of tne fut were

~aterial

has

ac~umulated;

anu if on the other Gand, the ocstruction is
slowly without irrit&tion of the muscle, as

~roduced

~Y

carcin-

ring, the intestinc;.l contents may pack up a-

om~tous

gainet the obstruction•

In animals, Alvarez

fo~nd

the segment just above the block to be distended.
rhese observations are all exTlained, he statea,
on the basis of the @r&dient theory and the law that
Alvarex aEsociates
the

~owel

~ith

it, namely, that irritation of

at any point tends to hold back material com-

ing down from above ana tends to has ten the t1rogress of

material that has

pa~sed.

~he

rapla progress below an

irritataO. segment they found will so:r.etLne2 -proauae
u.iarrhea, but that often, thlo

ha~tening

effect is ob-

soured by che restraining action of the ileo-oeoal and
anal sphincters •
.i. he
1

ment of
re~ove

.',or4 1:mgges ts, he concludes, t.ha t in the treatdyna~ic

ileu~

attempt should be made first, to

nervous inhibition, and, second, to disturb the

nor,ncsl dynamic grao.ient by giving food and. avoiding

mor~hine

ana irritation to &he lower bowel.

-:i;xperL10nts o:f the r'ermc.ln 'sorkers,

'.~otz

c.no. Arai

as review ea. by ,.1varez lea i;hem to conclude the t in

some

of ileus even

os~eL

tir:J.l inuscle
~nd

i~

i~

the intes-

~ith ~critonitis

still caDable of active contraction

only held in

leash

by nervous inhibition.

In adc.1.ition, Alva1·ez points out 1 con due cion down the

bowel may be made uiffiJult or

b; flat-

imnossi~le

tening or reveraal of 'gradients.'
0annon {31) consiu01·s the myenteric reflex im-

not f:;Overn the

·oortant but sti:i.tes that it does

rhyt~:mic

ccn tracl;ions of the sm<;.11 !)o·:;el or the rhythmic peri-

stalsis or antiperistalsis of the colon and

pro~&bly

not Lhe rhy tLinic wav c,8 of the stoma ch.

Cannon
vution is

st&~eb

~.m~leGe

tba~

alt~ough

in itself and

tbe

in~rinsic

c2p~~le

out in c;.n orderly m:::nncr all t··''Pe8 of

without connl?ution wi-ch

t:ie

cernrc:.l

of

inLer-

c~r,ying

p,.~ristalsL;;

e::ystem~

nt;:;:C'hJU;,.

it is influenced by Lnpul.:.:es fro:n the central ne.rv;Jui;;
bY~tom

~ranemitted

geth~~

uon~titute

over twu

the extrinsic

motor 0ystc.:T: i;:; repreo-a::t.ed

and
late

.:.~::lcrB.l

op~osed

b~·

which to-

2vs~~~s

intsrv~tian.

The

-ch(j crc.nlc.l (vagus)

auconomics ':;r:ose ia;uulse tend to stimu-

investin~l

movements and increased tone; and tha

inhibitory system
(eplanctmic) whose

con~isting

i~pul~es
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of

sym~athctia

tendto

a~oli~h

fibers
intestinal

movement.

lhe sympathetic

al~o

uarries fibers to the

pyloric and ileo-cecal sphinoters.

The cranial auto-

nomic system, through the vagus, supn:iies fibers to the
intestin<:;l oant::.l to tha terminal ileum o.i{llinishing in
its

in~luence

at the anal

as it

en~

Qescend~;

~he

sacral system starts

of the canal and reaches upward along

the aolon with a dbniniahing influence as it ascends.

Stimulation of these nerves are found to

~roduce

pow-

erful oontraotionf;J of the intestinal musoula ture.. It
is not .1U1own where the ganglion. oells of these motor
neuron~

so it

i~

to the stomach anu inteetinee are situated,

not known with certainty that the vagus oarries

preganglionic fibers to these organs.
howe:er,

thin~s

Gaskell (Z2),

it probable that the motor cells are

situated in Auerbach's ~lexus.
i'he aympa thetio fibers are :t'ound to arise in
the thoraoo-lwnb&r region an CL i·each the a bdornen by
way of the major and. minor s"l'.)lanchrdc nerves, the pre-

ganglionio fibers ending .i.n

g<~nglion

cells in the

celiao 9lexus. It has not been finally setLled whether
there also exist ganglion oells belonging· to the sym~athetio

as

system in the intestinal wall; but the evidence

presented. by Gas4ell (2:2) seems against it, ae

stimulation of the s-olanchnic nerves is found to in-

hibit peristalsis anu
~ylorio

sphincters.

cons~ricts

the ileo-oeoal and

Intestinal

peristalei~,

then. is carried out by

a neuro-muscul&r mechanicm consisting of the smooth

muscle of the intestinal musculature and the intrinsic
nerve supnly

described.

~lready

rne respective pa rte nla ':ed by nerve and muscle
in the initiation and propagation of intestinal movements is not al together olear.

The views on this ques-

tion have been embodied in the neurogenio anQ. myog·enia

theories.

There has teen much inveatigative effort

along this line and it has been found that the rhythmic
segmentation of movement is not effected by the anplioation of cocaine or niootine anu slnoe these drugs para-

lyze nervous structures it has been concluded by many
au thoi·i tie& that the rhythmic move:nents are ri:yogenio in
origin.
work.

This opinion is confirmed by the most recent

Moiver (5} explains it by saying, that rhytbmio

aontractions and peristaltic waves may depend
ferent
are

mechanisms~

~imuler an~

pends unon the

u~on

dif-

The rhythmic contractions he states

more primitive and their functicn de-

well-~nown

muscle to contract in

inherent ability of smooth

rhythmic manner.

&

'l'he more com-

plicated. highly developed peristaltic waves may depend
upon the nervous elemente for ite initiation anci. propagation.

'.i:hit) is a question of eor.a6 -practical i::rr.ortanoe

he points out, in conoidering the functional disturbances
of motility; for diverse

ty~es
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o~

injury may affect

Qifferent portions of the neuro-muscular mechanism.
Cannon (33) and Gunn anu Underhill (Z4) state that
because of

th~

intimate anatomioal relations between

muscle anu nerve evidence has been hard to eatablish.
l'hey a ta te tba t

the musole b11ndlee are SUl' rounded by

nerve filaments anu even tbe smallest collection of
muscle fibers show garJglion cells, so that methods
ten~ing

to deatroy one without the other may be incon-

clusive hecause of. the resistance to anemia of this
type of ganglion.

It ie interesting to consider here what

ha~pens

when the nervous inhibition of the intestine is removed.

Alvarez (36) et-ates that since the gastro-in-

teetinel tract is so highly automatic it seems to him
unli~ely

produce

that a withdrawal of nervous stimuli oould
~aralytio

atates "that

ileus.

It

~oat-operative

j1

more probable Alvarez

ileus would be produced

by a btream of inhibtory stimuli arising in the brain

or coz·d or in the tis::;;ues, cut or injured durinf an oneration.

In animals with the ahdomen o-pen under salt

solution, the bowel usually remains quiet until the
uistal two-thirds of dorsal cord is destroyed or the
eplanahnia nerves are cut.

Rabbits with the vagi or

splanchnics or t·oth out ana most of .Auerbaoh' s plexus
ueg·enercited have suctt overly active intestines that
-2'7-

many develop u1arrhea and ap9arently die of 1nan1tion.
The animals eat, but the stomach and cecum empty so
rapidly

th~~

t

sufficient time is not allowed for digest-

ion and absor-otion.

:iut even when the

intestin~l

muscle

is paralyzed it is hard to understand why it shall com-

pletely fail to pass onward its contents."
~ublished

records showing the seepage of

the ">)owel in the absence of rush waves.

Alvarez has

fluid~

throufh

He has :found

that doge will go on living and digesting after the removal of all the muscle from the long· segments of the
bowel.(25).
Alvarez (eO) staLes that tbe behaviour of the exaieed digestive trsct of rabbit& might be due st times
to a tendency of denervated bowel to cramp down snd
resist the

pa~Bage

of liouid and gas •. This

orampli~e

action might be brought about.he states, not by an inoreaae in the nervous activity but by a decrease, a
decreaee similar to that reeponaible for spastic paralysis in the arm or leg.

At othertimes, Alvares ex-

pla ina the obstruction seems to be

~roduced

by gas

which causes the bowel to become naoked tightly in the
ab4ominal cavity.

Normally, the innumerable

~inks

do

not produce obstruction since rush waves travel ra-pidl:'.r. .
push material

ahe~d

of ttem with suoh force so as to

distend the loops and straighten them, but Alvarez
found in sioKly animals with an abscess about the ileo-28-

eeoal

s~hinoter,

the rushes travel so slowly and hea-

itatinfly that it does not take much

~o

stop them.

Having then disoussed the normal mechanisms of
intestinal movement, the meohB.nismo ooming into play
when the inteotine is functionally obstructed will
now be considered.

The sequence of events seem,acoording to most
authors to ooour about as follows: (a)Loss of tonicity
of the gut through s-plaohnic stimulation such as occurs

most frequently in peritonitis or operative intervenCions involving the neri toneum or intestinal muooulature.

(~)

This primary inhibition of peristalsis results

in gaseous diatension,moatly, it is thought because of
decreased absorntion of gases from the bowel bv the
blood stream.

The decreased rate of absorption ib

usually ex"91ained ss being due to a decreased rate of
local blood oirculation,beoause of the lost tone of
the bowel. thus slowing gaseous abao1·-ption.

( o) De-

hydration which ca.uses a ,:-iore sluggish circulation

in the intestinal muoosa due to an incre9se in visooiai ty. thus aggravating the tympaniea by
the normal gaseous exohang,e.

distur~ing

This distention, then, ( d)

aots to lessen absorption of gases also, by
the

mesen~erio

im~airing

circulation on the venous side and in

aduition diffusion of gasee from the blood into the
b1..:wel lumen is muoh increased.

.sw-

:It is generally believed

that as distention increases the i::iendulum movements
Qf

the gut stop first, then, the rhythmic contrac-

tions and the true peristaltic wave last. Then, when
the

pre~sure

within the intestine eauals the venous

~reseure,neorosis

results (36).

(e) The partial

ileus resulting from these factors in some manner
brings about the elaboration of a toxin which reduces the contractility of smooth musole and has a
paralyzing action on Auerl:la.ch's plexus.

This last

action completes the picture of complete motor inhibition, the l'esult being a functional ileua ae
deadly in its consequences as that produced by an

organic obstruction. (Ze).

Ea.oh one of theae events will now be consideren in more detail.

fhe occurrence of the6e types of obstruction
have been recognized since the time of Henrot (37)

but the exact way in which they come about is not
generally agreed upon in all reepeote.

Cannon and

Murphy (38) showed experimentally in 1936 that a.istant pathologic

proce~8eB

intestinal movements.

were capable of inhibiting

rhey noted that astbentic

states ocuurring in the course of general infeotion
tended to abolish or inhibit intestinal peristalsis.
Next, they studied the effoot.s of powerful sensory
atimuli whioh they Droduced by injury to the testioleE,
-30 ...

of the anesthetized oat.

'.i1hey found that such

sensory stimulaLion also caused an inhibition ot

incestinal muvemente.

these authors,

furth~r

showed

that the stoppage of intestinal movements under the

foregoing conditions was nue to inhibitory

impul~ea

from the spinal ooru transmitted over the bplanohnio
nerve; for when they sectioned this nerve the inhib-

ition w&a abolished.

Following section of the snlanoh-

nie nerve intestinal peristalsis
the morbid animals.

wa~

observed even in

l'hia reflex mechanism whereby

distant lesions are able to bring about an inhibition
of intestinal

movomen~s

i~

now generally acwented.

Thie original wor.LC bv Cannon and Murphy w&s coDfirmed
in 1924 by lang ( 39).
Only two typee of obstruction p1·oduoed by local
injury seemed to have been studied in &ny uetail.
fhey are, those following trauma to the gut by rough
hanuling

an~

those following bacterial peritonitis.

Cannon and Murphy (36) investigated the intestinal in.
hibition of
~hey

p~ristalsie

that follows trauma to the gut.

found that they were able to produoe strong inhib.

it ion of intestinal movement by rough hardling of the

intestines of a cat and conoidered that the inhibition
of movements following this

type of injury was probably

due to uirect injury to the neuro-muscular mechanism of
the intestinal wall.

rhey were of the opinion that
-31·

inhibitory impulses from
any role in

tni~

~h~

spinal cord did not play

instance, for the inhibition was not

removett by section of tbe

s~lanobnic

nerves.

rhese f inuinfs have been confirmed
(40).

fhis author

conoidere~

Olivecrona

~Y

another possibility, a-

side from the injury to the neuro-muscular mechanism
of the bowel, or inhibiting impulses from the spinal
cord, might explain the inhibition:

namely, that there

might be a local reflex by way of the

~eliao

plexus.

Ha1ing first confirmed tbe observation of Cannon and
Murphy that secLion of the splanchnic nerveo did not
abolish tne inhibition of inte;;;;tinal movements produced
1-:Jy trc.urn&, he r\?movsd the celiac Plexus as thoroughly

as

~os~ible;

and after allowing time for the degenera-

tion of the nerve fibers, traumatized the intestine and
found that the

u~ual

post-traumatic inhibition was al-

most completely aJsent.

Oliveorona considerea that

these ex-perimen ts pz·oved that trauma to the gut may
~roauoe

inhibition by local reflexee through the celiac

plexus, rather than as a result of injury t;o the neu1·0-

muscular structure of the gut wall itself.
:rhe various v iewt> as to the .nechanism by ':•hich
peritonitis

biing~

~bouc

functional inhibition of in-

tes l.inal movements ar vague.

,i,'ilms ( 41) assume111 that

both muocle anQ nerve plexuses are

and inflammation
and their toxins.

re~ulting

~ffeuted

from the action of bacteria

Cannon and Murphy (is)
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by the edema

assume~

that

the 1neoh&nitim was the same as in the oase of meoh~ni~~l

trauma by direct inJury to the intestinal mus-

aulature and its intrinsic

n~rve

supply anu that sec-

tion of the snlanchnics, therefore should not abolish
the inhibition.

Arai (42), however, found that when

he p1·oci.uoed siei·itonitis by int;re.peritoneal of i:>ub-

lethal doses of bacteria, inhibition of movement

oo~

cured; if, hoviever, the splenchnio nerv cs were first
·~hia

cut, no inhibition followed. the perillonitia.

was blso true when he produced a chemical peritonitis

of an irritating solution ( 5cc.per kg.

by injection

body weight of Lugol' s solution) •

He ooneluded, that

in peritonitis, inhibition of the intestinal movements
was produced by inhibiting influences from the spinal

cord.

Olivecrona (40) was not able to confirm Arai's

observation

tha~

section of the splanohnic nerve abol-

ished the inhibition of intestinal movemente, caused by
p0r i toni tis of !Jacter ial origin.

He exp la ineci the dif ..

ference between his own findings and

~rai'a by

the fact

that he had nroduaed a ra-pidly advancing, fatal peritonitis; anu drew the conclusion that in the milder
grades, :paresis of the intestinal movements was brought
on by in hi bit ol'y influences :rom

th~

s::::: inal co rel, while

in the more severe forms the disturbances of intestinal
motility

w~re

caused by injury to the neuro-musoular mech-

anism in the wall, agreeing with Cannon and

Mur~hy

(28)

in this.

"3ut since ha found that neither mechanical

trauma or pt: ri toni tis a bolh,hed rhythmio con trao tions
he

W&~

inclined to the belief that the obief injury

is sustained by the narve elanenta rather than the
muscular structure.
It is founu th.&t the le:.te stages of :nocit cat:ses

of rnechanical obs true ti on a.re comnlioa ted
al disturbances of the

~otility

by

function-

of that nortion of the

bowel lying above the obstruction and not in:±:·r;::queatly
when patients are operated on late in the dieease,
according
motility

iiO
ev~n

Molver (5) the bowel does not regain its
when the meohanioal <1iffioul ty has been

relieved, the normal tone and perietalsis having been
completely abolished by the lonr continued

and resultant injury to the

ca~illary

~istention

circulation of

the intestinal wall.

In connection with these functional disturbances
Richards, Fra1er and

~allaoe

(43) have pointed out

that resections and anastomoses for gunshot wounds of
the intestines are often followeQ by funotional obstruction, the segment above the anastomosis becoming
distended and paralyzed.

Thi$ result may follow even

though the operation taKe place relatively soon after
injury, although localized peritonitis frequently
plays a part in

thi~

~icture,

theae authors consider

that the functional element due to trauma of the gut

.. z4_

is an imnortant factor.
~unctional

disturbances caused by distant lesions

have beE.n renorted as occurring often and most frel'.'!uently in connection with renal
ouerations or colic,

~hey

~athology,

tumors, infection,

have also been observed fol-

lowing ret1·operit.oneal hemorrhage or infection (44).
Eaendrath l45) stresl=lea the intimate relai..ionshin between t.he s-planchnic ner.re su-cr:·ly to the 4.idneys and to

the

int.e~tine.

cusced

th~

Texier anu Clavel (46) have also dis-

reflex xecnanism whereby

nro-

~athological

ceeses in the Kidneys or retroperitoneal tissue produce serious gastro-intestinal disturbances.

It is

intere~ting

to note that obstruction can oo-

cur without any narrowing of the lumen as shown
Alvarez

(~9).

He

o~ened

the obdomen of a

~Y

ra~bit

under

normal saline anu bruisea the intestine with a hemostat,
olosea toe abdomen, anu reorened several hours later
and observed that no food had nast the

although amnle
bro~e

the

~eristaltic

waves pasoed

~ite

of injury,

~ownwar~.

they

up on aprroaohing the ring of injured tissue and

~roximel

loons were founa

~istended

with gas.

HavinE a motionleds gut, . then we are now ready to
consider the process of gasecus distention,

Gases in the intecLine were first systematically
s tuui ed

1:)y

Planer in 1860, as recordeu by Kan tor ( 4'7) •

who ha1;;1 collec teQ an exten1:3ive bibliO€Ta-phy on the
-25-

subject.
Normally
small am.cunts.

f".as is ;>resent ir;. tl:e intestine in

The orgin of this cas accordi '·f' to

Kantor (48) is from two sources,from the atrnos::iherio

air and from the food stuffs.
Atmospheric air,he exnlains is swallowed durinf
eating,and especially while drinking.

Hy far the

greatest part of injested air is quiokly belched.
.'!hat little is left in the stomach asumes signific-

1

ance because it is composed of 80% nitrogen which is
-;-iractica.lly unHhsorbable hy the bod~r and 20% oxypen

whic:f1 is absorbed in part only. ':Phis residue Kantor
~\oints

out, is forced to make the transit of the en-

tire digestive tract,and appears almost quantitatively
in the flatus.

Enormous quanities of gas are produof?d

during the intestinal phase of digesticn,the exact
ammmt depending on the comrosi ti on of the diet. J\1ost
of this

been shown to

gas,however,ha~

rea~ily

into the blood strean and to be fixed there
through the expired

~ir.

o~

absorb

exhaled

By far the greatest nart ot

the gas produced by rood digestion is carbon dioxide
Kantor gives the following sources. (a} In the upper
small intestine fron a mixture of the acid gastric
contents with the carbonates rreE'ent in the alkaline
biliary nnd panoreotic secretions. ''his an:101_rnt thus
-36-

manufactured has been estimated at six liters c1.aily.
(b) In the lower small intestine from the possible
bact.::,rial ciecomposi tion of SUf':rs and starches which

are narmally broken down

by enzymatic action to mono-

saccharides and absorbed es such,

so little monosac-

oharide, is thought to be available for decomposition
to carbon dioxide.
Other gases normally present in small amounts
th8t Kantor (48) gives are, methane and hydroren from
celulose and occasionally indol, skatol, hydroren sulfide and ammonie_ f .rom the pu trafaction of proteins.
oarbon dioxide is by far the -.ost re!.:1dily absorbable
gas, nitrogen the least; the other gases in order of
their solubility, hydrogen sulphide, oxygen,

hydro~en,

and methane.

Gas absorbtion has been shown to fellow the ptys ical laws of diffusion by Dunn and -'homsen ( 49) and
Mc Iver ! 50) • It h:·: s been definitely demonstrated that
the walls of the intestine are permAable to gasses and
that an active interchance takes p1ace, tending to keep
the gases on

1

~he

two sides of the mucosa in equilibrium.

Alvarez (29) points out in this connection that when
ni tro'gen is diffused into the bowel, it is not

re~3bsorb

ed, not only because of its low diffusion constant but
also because the blood and tissues are already saturated
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with this go.s.

Intestinal flatus

to be regarded as a

the~is

resultant of gas nroduction from food digestion, gas
absorbtion from the intestin0, and possible gas diffusion into the intestine,the last
oo~··ding

na~ed

factor ac-

to most autho:'s being probabl:r unim,10::-tant in

health. Since nitrogen is produced during dieestion
all of this gas is assumed to

rest~l t

either from the

air orginally swallowed or from the gas secreted from
the blood in the Drooess of equilibration.
ot gas

~)assed

The anount

per rectum is estimated by Fries ( 51) at

one liter per day. 7his is to be constrasted with the
much greater amount nbsorbed. Tache (52) working with
rabbi ts found that ten to "t;wenty as r.11.10h int:;stinal gas
esea,,es by the lungs as by direct ex1·ulsion from the
lc'1er bowel. The figures for man are unavailable.

In order

~;:•

~:-roduce

distention then, there must be

a bre"t!:down in the gas balancing mechanism, either in
the dL:·ecticn of incJ··e··:sed riroduotion or diminished

removal or of the two together.

Viator Bonney (53) in oonsidering increased

~ro

duetion states that there is no reason to suppose that

an abdominal operation increases the 5wunt of air
swollowed, sinae for the first 24 hours the patient
not only swollows very little but is often voniting
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what is swallowed.

Post-rr,1erative distention has

been said to be due to accumulation of swollowed
uir during the period when intestinal movenent is
reduced or absent. This theory Bonney reasons is
not in acoord with the fact that the distention
rarely appears before the second day, by \Vhic11 time
the stomach and u·)per intestine have recovered their

nobility. Also if the distention was solely or chiefly the result of swallowing air it should be less
marked the ro.ore the patient vomits, but the reverse

is found to be the case.
In health the amount of gas introduced into the

intestinal tract is found to be balHnced by a mechanism of removal which is ra.ade u::i of two factors, absorbtion and

-oerist·~lio

when the pressure cf any

transport. ''Absorbtion occurs
~~rtic~lar

~as

in the

~men

exceeds its tension in the blood, but the amount ab-

sorbed de:c,ends m-ion the rate at which the blood can
carry it away, that is,on the

activi~y

of the circu-

lJ. tion thru the intestinal vessels. c;'ha. t the rernoval
of Ras by

absorbti~n

oar be ranid has been oroven by

experir:ients on anir'lals and is also demonstrated by

the fact that durinl" the neriod of an abdominal operation the intestines may markedly oolla"se." (53).
~onney

gives r-ieristr•lsis credit, of being: ·:i,n import.'3.nt

aid to absorbtio::i. by pas-s-ing a locally produced gas to
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other

p~rts

of the inte,tine, thereby makinf available

for absorbtion c1 r.mcll larger area of su1'f'C:tce thsn 'Nould
otLer~ise

be the case.

In considering the adantive

~ewer

of the intestinal

\':all and the abdor;.:.inal wall, the inte:: tinal gas is found
not to constitute a sinple ~aseous colum, but a series

of colums which ts considered why the intestine,when
opened, does not

collu~se

like a punctured tire.

throu;t

}~ach

~ut

its whcle

len~th

colum of t:as is bcmnded

not only by the walls of its comnartment, but by the
coils of intestine that surround it.

If t!'e

1~mount

of

gas in eny particular column is quickly increasec the

pressure in that oompartm.e:1t, will ·tise and ad,1acent
compr-:rtments will be compressed., Bonney ( 53) exnlains,

until the pressure in them rises to snmewhere about
tl1·:t in the first comnartment, and oom.,,artments further away will be less and less comnressed as the force
gene~ated

by the increased gas content of the first

comnart·,lent is a::.."aduallY usecl uu in overcoming the
resistance of tre ·.'''·lls

ct the other com"artraents.

Local distention of any seg:aent of the intestine, un-

less conne".".s::i.ted for by the withdrnwal of gas elsewhere oompresses and raises the nressure in neiehbor-

inR coils,so thot additional force is

re~uired

to nass

anythinr: into them. It m-=1y be surmised, then, Bonney
concludes that the colic often seen in
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p~st-o~erative

intestinal derangement,is ~ue to the eff~rts of ihe
intestin·~l

musole to force fas and fluid into the

compressed ooils.
~oiver

(50) observed that when either

oxy~en

or

hydrogen was injeated into isolated loops of snall
intestine, there was a progressive displac·ent of the
absorbe~

of new

gases, but in each case the greatest amount

~as

found was not oxygen or carbon

but

~ioxide,

nitrr:gen. He exolains this phenomenon due not only to
the fact that nitrogen oocurs in the blood under a
partial pressure of about four-fifths of an atmosphere

(that is under a high tention as corn.nared with that of
cxvgen which is about one-fifth of an atmosryhere); but

9.lso because their entire amount is held only in tlle
fnrm of ,., loose sc,lution in the blood r)l.:1sma, whereas

both the oxygen and oarbon dioxide exist almost wholly

in ohemioal combination with the hemoglobin cf the red
cell.

In other

nitrogen is free to come out

words,~he

of the blood when conditions are proper.

~:e

then lists

injuries or diseases of the suinal c0rd with involvement of the upper motor neuron fibers or the so-called
neurologic ileus, toxic or
intoxications as pneumonia

~ost-oper_tive

ileus, severe

and typhoid fever and

some

hysterical states regarded as being associated with
auto inflation.

ne assumes that in the above named

conditions that there is n sudden drnp in
-41-

intra-\n-:~es-

tinal pressure, due to some sort of interference
with the normal nerve control of intestinal tonicit?.
Kantor (48) draws an analogy heween the sudten
lc>chl drop in

~1ressure

in the lur.1en of t:rie intestj_ne
sudden

and the ')l1encnen0n associated wi tl-.:. a

,0'.ene~·al
'c

c;rop in atr::os'.:h.- ric r>ressure as in cassion wo1·kers

and divers. He st0tes that in a fetal case of the
'bends' it has been t·cund in sn analysis of p:as from
blood of t;he i·igh t heart that eo% was ni t:i:o,gen and
20~

ne

carbon dioxide.

then reasons thut intestinal

flat 1Jlence mny be regarded as a regular aooom'.)animent

of suddenly diminished intra-intestinul pressure, or

in other

~ords

a kind of intestinal 'bends'. The re-

oovery of gas rese::blinr:;

t~e

com:;:iosi ti.on of at1.:ios0teric

air could, he states, be well explained on this basis
since its chief constituent, nitrogen, would naturally
~redomi~ate

in

~ny

effort at

striki~~

balance in

8

~as

tension between the blood already in equilibri1m with
t11e ni 4:r·'gen of the outside air, and to the suddenly
created par',h1l

does not claim

v~cmn
011

within the intestinal lumen. He

i<::inali ·':-.r L·1 this theory but a

1

new-

dress' of the anc2-ent notion of 'nneurnatosis' which he
stntes

~as

advoo~te~

a hundred years

generation ago, he noints out,Evans

a~o
base~

on Ewald' s observ1J ti on thu t the gas of

ism

·:;as

by Graves.

tis

''~r~hoid

A

O?i~ion

Meteor-

over 90% nitrogen and concluc:ed that the :-:-esence
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of

i-~rgo

~::roriortions

gases

containe~

imllY

t~>t

of thi'S gas in the m.ixture of

in any viscus does not ;-iecoss"ril;r

the orgin of tLe .::;as is tl::e atmosnheric

air.

Kantor ( 48) has shown tlrn t when fo_;_' any 1·eason
tte intestinal rm::::cule.r tone is imp:lred, the lumen

of the gut enL:rges.

':"his, he exnlains immediately

lowPrs the intraintestinal nressure so that not only

is gas absorption

di~inished

b~t

the

~ossibilit7

of

gas excretion from the blood is inhanse6.. Soon then,

a vicious cycle develops since the greetter the aoouuulation of gas the f!rea ter the depression o:f rr,'_lscular
tone due to stretching. This is 9articularly true if
some of the gas locally riroduce•i is nouro- or r;1yo-toxic
in nature.

'9ntor mentions the extrcr;1e denress j.nf~ effect

of certain amines derived from

inteEti~al

~i~estion,

}"elver (50) renorts a narked but transiet drop in blood
pressure from the intestinal

ab1e hydrogen sul::hide.
atony, as has

~een

injecti~n

of highly absorb-

?he mechanism of intestinal

described is best explained on a

neurogenic basis, and accordingly when ever the intestin· l distrabution is involved, ileus with meteorism

develops.

The part nlayed in the nroduction of distention
by ohemioal changes is dirric"lt to evaluate because
-43-

little knowledge seems to be
ature.

~he

avail~ble

~he

in

liter-

material obtained from an obstructed loop

besides the r,as has been described as a
corrupt substance identicle with
'-:at.i.ent i:o, vomitir;p.

t~at

~,:ore

or less

material the

It is us,,ally asc:cibed to b::i.c-

terial actionAbut Janney believes, th.tin a large
part it is the

~esult

of obscure bio-chemical actions

f;inoe the involvement of o:c·:·anismal c:.cti vi ty within

the intestine is generally accompanied by signs of

enteritis whereas in the case of obstruction the intestinal muoosa presents no suet signs.

''owever,

both may play a !)cert. 'rhe amount of gas the. t could be
produced by bio-chemical or bacterial action would
not be subject to tr.:.e limi tationr;, li1::::e
or

f~om

pad

swollcwed

gss derived from diffusion and could be con-

tinued after persistant vomiting and great pressure
in the intestine had stopped the two latter sources
of production.
In summary then it may be concluded that in the
CI'eation of distention, diri1inished rem.o·.,al of gas

'~lays

a greater part than does increased production; and of
tte causes of

most

dim.inisl~::ent,

deficient absorption is the

impo~·tant.
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The thira

menti~ned

factor that occurs as a

result of an obetruoted gut, will now be considered
na~ely,

the

im~ortant

fa~tor

of uehya.ration and ae-

soci.:ated blooa. chang-es, which as before cited, aggreva te" the distention further by distu1·bing the normal
gaseous exchang·e.

J:he fact that f'atienLS with intestinal obstruction frequently give evidence of extreme loss of water

was familiar to the early writers, 3arlow (54), Brinton
Ihe last named author

(bo), anu Leichtenstern {56).

mentions dryness of the mucous membranes and akin, intense thirst, choleraic face and voice,

sun~en

cramn.s in the calves of the legs anu anuria.

eyes,
~11

these

symptoms he citea. as pointing to rapid withdrawal of
water from t.he blood; and this he cons ide1·s as due to

vomiting ana false sweating.
In

19~0,

~acCallum

(5~)

ehowed that the blood

chlorides are lowered and the
ed,

In

192~,

al~ali

reserve increas-

Haden and Orr (58) showed th8t the blood

chlorides were lowereu also, and confirmed Hartwell's
(59)

experiment~

ution in

~emonstratlng

~rolor;eing

the value of salt eol-

the life of the animal.

Paden and

Orr in their earlier experiments advanced the Lheorv
th&t the reason the chlorides were lowered in the
blood was that they are

with~rawn

from the plasma to

neutralize some of the toxin ah8orbed
-45-

fro~

the obstruct-

ed intestine.

~hey

later

modifie~

their opinion to

agree with t.Tumble and Mciver \60; who beleive tne
decrease in chlorides is due to their loss 1n tne
digestive secretions ny vomiting, and which is the
general opinion now held.
Gamble and Mciver consider dehydration the result of the loss of sodium and chlorine accepting
the general physiological concept that the volume of
a body of fluid is sustained by its total ionic content.

According to the conception which they use,

the consequent depletion of the total ionic content
of the plasma and of the interstital body fluids,

will be accom1,a.ined by an approximately parallel loss
of water, with the result tha ~ a nr)rmal total ionic
concentration tends to be sustained at the exnense
of the reduction of

voltme~

Therefore it is the Fen-

eral concept now that dehydration cannot be repaired
by the administration of fluid alone.
~he

extent of loss of water and electrolytes in

the digestive secretions as given by Howntree indicates
that,for an adult,the secretion of digestive fluids,
taken together amounts to between 5 and 7 liters per
day. '.;:'his is two or three times the volume of the
blood T)lasma, which is the immediate source of these
secretions. under norr.ial conditions these secretions
are absorbed at lower levels. Keith (62) has
-46-

~hown

the t circmns tences causing severe dehydration may
reduce the blood vlourne by one third.

·1'he intra-

cellular fluids are found to be drawn on, only to

a

sli~ht

extent since they contain relatively small

anounts of electrolytes,so that the cell volwne is
defended.
~he

changes in the acid-base structure is thought

by most authors to be as follows. tirst the most important change is a change in tl!e reaction of the

plasma, due to the al tera ti on of tl1e bicarbonate concentration and this in turn is referabl8 to the relative amounts of the sodium and chlnride ion withdrawn
from the

r 1 lasma.

, he sum of the acid factors in the

plasna is found t
of fixed base.

1

be exactly equivalent to the total

·:·his equilibrium is maintained in the

presence of chnnges in the individual factors, but the
ajustibility of the bicarbonate ion concetration in the
gastric juice, is found to be in
fixed base.

~o

lar~e

excess of the

that withdrawal of these substances

from the plasma may be exnected to greutly increase the
extent of which fixed base in the plas'·da is lowered by
the chloride ion, and to this extent the bicarbonate ion
concentration will be increased.

,_;amble and Mc!ver ( 64) have shown that in nancreatic juice and in gall-bladder bile, in contrast to the
gastric juice, that these secretions contain fixed base
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in much greate1· amounts -than chloride ion, so it is
tlrnt loss of these secretions v1111 tend to reduce the
plasr:la bicarbonate.

C<am.ble and

l

civer (65) varified

this by finding a marked degree of acidosis as measured by bicarbc,na te reduction, in the blood 0lasma of a
dog following construction of a pancreatic fistula
whicl1 completely arained away the external secretion.
In conclusion then, this variability of the plasma
c~rbonate

is understandable as the result of differ-

ences in the relative amounts of duodenal digestive
secretions which have been lost; loss of the gastric
secretions tending to produce alkalosis and loss of
the duodenal secretions tending to riroduce acidosis.
These workers believe that beside the loss of
gastric juice, pancreatic juice, and of bile, that it
is quite likely that another factor is present; That
is, the fluid derived from the intestinal mucosa. There
is some doubt as to whether this fluid should be regarded as an irritatively stimulated digestive secretion or as an exudate; but it is found to contain about
the same amount of fixed base and of chloride ion as
does blood plasma and loss of this fluid causes reduction of the volume of blood plasma and of the interstitual hody fluids but the plasma chloride is not altered.
In considering the concentration of plasma chlorides,they
point out that in obstructions, they remain at or near
-48-

the usual value, al though the absolute losi.3 of chloride
ion from the plasma and interstitial fluids may have
been extremely large •

~his,

they illuetrate by stating

that when a large part of the uontents of a flask of
ac.lt solution is noured out, the chloride concentration

in the flaa4 remains the same; eo that even when the
~laama

chloride is found greatly reduced, it is not a

meaeure of chloride lose.

recent wor4 of Gendel and Fine (66) shows th£,t

~he

distention of the obstructed intestine in dogs aausea
and early

an~ progres~ive

loss of blood

~lasma.

The

average loss of blood plasma volume they give as 36.4fe

within four to six houra and 55% within twenty-four

hours.

A 66~~

loss of plasma they give as equivalent

of Z.lfo of the body weight, of this amount

atl:;r.i.bute to dehydration.

0.7~

they

:.rhe remainlier or :2.3870 ae

due, solely to the Qeleterioue influence of the distention on the general oiroulation.

A loae of 2.38%

of the body weight in terml::l of plasme is sufficient

to cause death in dogs.

tune of the

plasm~

They believe that the magni-

loss due to distention alone is

sufi'ioient to indicate thac the need for

i~nmediate

d.eaompres:31on of :.he gut must be accompanied by eimul taneous administration of
plasma.

~he

a~equate

quantities of

volume of plasma necessary to restore
-49-

the normal plasma volume is found to, far exceed the
amount commonly f iven to obstructed patients in clinical praotioe.

£he use of whole blood they state,

has disadvantages which
ferable.

ma~es

the use of plasma pre-

The administration of this

sary, long

~efore

~lasma

is neces-

evidence of shoc4 is indicated by

the level of the blood ureesure, which they consider
a misleading guide to patients condition and in its
place reoommend the hematocrit reading as depenuable.
rhe use of intravenous fluids and electrolytes, they
consider necessary but not so vital as that of
They a.o not

exr~lain

~lasma.

the mecbaDiom by which distention

c&uses a loss of plasma, but are certain that it is not
because of a loss of fluids into the intestines and
peritoneum, unless strangulation supervene1.

In summary, then, of the hlood changes, it is
found that the Ciisturbance in the aoid-hase

~alance,

t;;1e change in nlac>ma chlorides as well as volwne is

intimately associated and related to the loss of digestive

s~cretions

by

vomiting.

Other changes that

are found include (a) an increase in the concentration
of the

~lasma

hematocrit,

~rotein,

an~

so

th~t

the red blood count,

viaooslty readings

in0re~se,

(b) an

increase in the non-protein-nitrogen content; the
faotora responsible for this change seem to be an increase in titisue destruotion, due to the effects of
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d.ehydra tion, and. uecreased.Kidney function and possibly due to the aotion of some circulating toxin.(e?)

(o) Large reduction in the oxygen content in venous
blood, increase in fibrin, decreased sedimentation
rate and occurrence of hemolysis.

£he fourth factor, that of mesenteric circulatioc
will now be considered.

It will now bb recalled, as

before eta ted, r;ha t. 6.i8tention acts to lessen absoru-

tion of gases by impairing the mesenterio circulation

on the venous side and in addition, aiffusion of

gase~

from the blood into the bowel lumen ie much inoreased.
Then as distention increases, the

ot the

~ut

~top

~endulum

movement&

first, then, the rhythmic oontraotion

b.nu the true }loristaltio v1ave1 last, so that when the
int:ra-intel;ltinal "9ressure
neoroaia

re~ults

{~e).

distention of the

equ~ls

the venous -pressure

Gray (2) has demonstrated that

inte~tine

atretchea the mesentery

with consequent imneding of the flow through its veins,

but aB conaiuerable distention alreeoy exists before
this mechanism can ouerate, it is contri1'utory to the
final state only.
veins is

pre~ent

This congestion of the mesenterio
in all cases of mesenteric derangenent

in which the abdomen is reopened, and

~robably

whiah recover without a second operation,
Bonney (53).

This

conge~tion,
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in those

aoooraing to

he states, may be of

vasomotor origin and later on, it is
t~aution

on the

~esentery.

incres~ed

by

disLention reaches

~hen

a sufficiently high graQe, two other causes of retardea absorµtion beoome

o~erative,

fects of the intestinal gas

namely, the ef-

~res~ure

ca~il

on the

laries of the intestinal wall and the effect of tho

intraperitoneal pressure on the veins of the portal
system.

As the normal

nre~sure

in the capillaries

is estimated. at somewhere between ten

~nd

thirty

millimeters mercury above atmosnheric presaure and
thbt in the mecenteric veins as being lower still,

it is found that no very great increase in either
the

or intraperit0neal presclure would be

inte~tinal

required to slow the blood flow through either of
them.

It has

'.)ei::m

shovrn th&.t not very rnaL:3d in-

terference witn the venous return

nroduce~

an out-

nouring of fluid into the lumen of the intestine.
If the main vein of a

~ortion

of &he

me~entery

an ar; irnal be experiillen tally liga te<i, i..he

~.

of

egment

of intestine which it drains becomes distended with
fluid, noL with

Ochsner ana
logical cha.nfes

gas,~o~ording

G~ge
'hi

l6~)

to Janney

in diSCUbbiDF

th venou •. , obstruction

(b~).

Lh~

patho-

o.e~.;cribe

within the walls of the intestine edema &nd even infarotion on the anti-mesenteric horuer and tney site
~~'.uller' kl firJuing in animals with auynamic ileus,

that

muscle cells of the intestinal muscle were hydro-c.ic,
elong~ted,

enlarged and swollen.

Gray ( 2) in a clinical analogy to the ex-perirr:ente.1
ligature of the intestinal veins, with arteries intact,desoribes the following, (a) severe stiT.ulation

of the ?acciniam corpuscles to
tial

~ead

to shock and ini-

(b) as soon as the i;iressure in the

irnrnobilit~r,

obstructed vein exoedes that in the intestinal lumen,
gaseb pass from the

pressure c.nu

,~rogr

into the visuus by osmotic

~lood

est, iv e inertia and O.is ter: t ion 1:>egin.

(c) ·,vhen tI1e preS;:>ure of the bowel exc.edes thG±t in Lhe
v~in~

and

gases will

t~1ese

pas~

by

osmosis into the blood stream

exhaled by the lunfs will giV"e a fecal odor

to the breath.

1he progressive extension of mesenterio

tension so inuuced leads to &

~roportionate

spre~~

venous engorgement. (d) Then fluifi from ihs veins

of
~asses

not only into t.he 1:ieritoneum hut into the intestinal
lwnen.

In time t;hen,absornt,i:Jn of f'lu.lds anu g-ases from

the ')owel accentuates the intitial i::ihack with a -pro-

found. toxemia.

::'.uch a "Drooes:::; if unrelieved is

tially progressiV"s;

EO

is involved anu failure

that when
o~

th~

~Jssen

rastric musculature

the pyloric sphincter occurs

the int.estinsl contents obtain access to the Etom&ch
and the reDult is stercorel vomiting,

analogous Lo
ach.

t~at

condition is now

seen in acute dilatat.ion of the stom-

(e) T:ornally the larpe oowel is
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.<:da"Oted to

tolerate

a degree

11f

intermi ttant obstruction, created by

the voluntary control of the anus.

The small in-

testine is nrotected from this by the ilic-colic
s~hincter.

~his

has been shown by Elliott to con-

tract as the result of s:y-rr1pa.thetic stimulation,

anemia and adrenaline.

That this function of the

sphincter is imnortant is shown by tlle chan;£·es in
the ilemn following colectorn.y, changes which are

hardly noticeable after a year, when the same oneration is perforr-ed by implanting the ilio-colic sr,l·:incter into the sigmoic: and so "reservinf:" its function •. 1hen, then the ilia-colic s-r hi:ncter is cloE>ed
1

in acute ileus from synq)athetic stimulation, it will
in common with the rest cf the intestine, be paralized
by venous engcrgement.

The free access of the infec-

tive con ten ts of the colon tn the small bowel

ma~r

be

one of tte reasons for the highly increased 'infectivity'
of the con ten ts when intestinal nnralysi s follows ve!1ous
obs~ruc+ion.

lf) Increase in intra-abdosinal nressure

by further comnression of the large veins accentuates

venous staris. Accordingly

~aralytic

ileus tends to oc-

cur sooner in s11_h .i E:C ts who are stout or have firm abdom-

inal walls than in those witb flabby muscles.

~he

marked

distention which sonetir;1cs follov's hysterotomy is mnny
times, without distress or constitutional s:n-:1toms.
Scott and Vtancensteen i69) observed that loss of
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blood into the infr:.:rcted gut constituted fn
factor in causing shock.

'hey then ran

im~ 1 cn'tant

ex~eriments

to

c1eter:1ine whether intestinal d.istention re::· se affected

the circulation '70).
tinal

They studied tte effect of intes-

distention upon venous

~ressure

in the lower ex-

tremities, the circulation time, and the inferior vena
cava as well as the portal venous pressure were deter-

l·he:r found that expermeri-tal intest;inal disten-

mined.

tion of anesthesied dogs produce( an elevation of intraperi tonoal :Jressnre, which did not inc1'ease at the snme
rate as the intra-lwninal pressure.

Also venous pres-

sure in the lower extremities increased with increesing intra-peritoneal nressure. At tne same time the rate
of blood flow from the lower extremities to the carotid

wns slower.

~he

shock eventually produced by nrolonged

intc:stinal c•.istention wes releived by deflation, blood
transfusion and stceri
fcunc~

tb.:i. t

~J~)ening

Trendelen~)urg

position.

;·hey also

tl:Ie a odorae !1 or exter:i.uri zn ti on of seg-

nen ts of bowel in these animals cav.sed n t'all in tne in-

tra-luminal rressure.
,;)O

in stun.nary, tl'e oos-<:;ruct:ion :1f t.ne mesenteric

circulation is found to be a vj_ tnl :;:"t.-i.c-cor in -che results
of ileus.
'l'he fifth and final fact :r new cu'.·:1es into .,.,lay,
that of the elaborated toxin. A discussion or this
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rac~or

leads into the inechanism of the cause )f death. l t
is round that there has been many theories
~he

~o ex,lai~

death that follows intestinal obstruction.
(ho belief that a vase-motor reflex was resnon-

si ble for the s:n1ton com·1lex: of' obstruction was among
the ,:>lder

ex~11ana

tions.

he advocates of this theory

were ir:rnressed by the :;ain and other symtoms of. nervcus

irri~ation

buted these

shown by the

s~ntcms

and the

~atient

colla~se

and they attri~o

a reflex action

upon the Vi'Cal centers in the central nervous system
resulting rrom injury to the nerve endings and important plexuses of the splanchnic areF ,(70).

Another

old theory was the belief that a bacteremia was responsible for the illness and death.

L'his was disprov..

ed by McClure (71) in 1907.
Of the theories that are advanced at the present
time, the belief that the disease is n resnlt of absorption of a toxin from the bowel will be discussed
first.

Cooper (72) gives a com::)rehensive analysis and

bi bliograr)hy on this theory.

'.L'he effors of most auth-

ors Lave been directed fjrst toward proving that the
disease is caused by a toxin and next toward deter~ining

the chemical nature of this toxin, its source

and mode of absorption.

The literature is found to

be com•)licated on the subject since the cause and symtoms for the various tynes of obstruction have not
been clenrly

se~nrated.
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.i'·~urphy

a:nd Brooks \ ?3) have drawn off the intes-

tinal contents that collect above an obstructicn and
in,jected it, intravenously into normal aniri:als • ..1.'hese
animals were found to die a death resembline that of
intestinal obstruction.

This evidence seems to con-

stitute the major direct evidence that the absorption
of toxin is responsible. Wanpensteen and d1U.rch t74)
have shown that at times even the normal contents of
the small gut are toxic.

Mcst autLors agree thot a

toxin is formed but the nature of ttis toxin has not

been clearly worked out.
Nesbitt (75) in 1916 reported the finding of
choline and neurine. Murphy and

~rooks

thought the

toxic substances resembled a proraaine, (4) • Whipple
( ~· 6) and co-workers tried to determine the chemical

nature of toxic suhstances found in their clo2ed loop

exporir11en ts.

lhey concluded that it was a

heterorroleose, havinf the

followi~g

~Jrimary

characteristics:

it resists 0utolysis and pancreatic and tryptic

di~es

tion, it is thr0wn out of solution by five volumes of
alcohol or by half saturation with aNmonium sulnllate,
it is readily soluable in water, it is not injured by
boiling, and it is not removed by

di~lysis.

ln 1919

Dragstedt \77) and his co-workers came to the conclus-

ion that the toxic amines v:ere fcr:med by the actiDn of
-5?-

bacteria on amino acids.
lJale ( ?8) in studies of the pha:enacologicel
action of histirnine, have noted particularly its
depressor action on the systemic blood pressure
due to its effect on the capillaries. Cannon ( ?~')

has

considered that some histimine like substance

is the cause of tramatic shock.

~he

presence of

histimine ":;hen, since shock like syn!toms in the terE:inal star.,.e are met v:i th, was considered to be a cause.
I.leakins and Harrington l 80) after studying its absor;•tion from the gut deceided that it

nrobably not

~as

an active agent in causing intestinal intoxication.

c.-erard (81) found that histimine was present in the

fluid from seven out of eight intestinal loons and
di~

that the contents of the one loop that
histimine did not produce toxic

s~n:ntcr,1s

not show

on inj ec ti on.

This autbor also sho'·red the nresence of a combineC histimine deri vi tj_ve in obstructed loop contents. .ume;ensteen and ::>ouchs ( f: ~:) did not find any absorntion of

histimine from a simple obstruction of the small intestine of two days standing; they considered that absorp-

tion of histimine was slight even from strAngulated but
still viable segments.

So the question

o~

the exact

nature of the tnxin is not yet clear.
,_;here the toxin comes from has been the cause of

much exnerimental w ·rk. ,)rapor \ 7) in
-58-

1~!14

showed that

the presence of bile and pancreatic juice did not
alter the nicture in cases of obstruction. n'lrtwell
and

~o~net

\8~\

Sh)Wed thet if animals 9re starved

for a considert:ble time before the production of ileus

the course and duration of the

~iseBse

was not essen-

tially changed, thus proving that fooo does not 9ley
an important part.
~tone,

~ernheim

and Whipple 184) beleived that

under normal conditions of obstruction the :mcosa of

the duodenll.I1 prnduces a toxic secretion.

They found

that the contents of an obstructed loon were not toxic
if they destroyed the r.mcc·sa of the duodenum with sod-

iwn

~loride,

before nroducing the obstruction.

All

work, lead them. to belei ve that the toxin vms formed in

the

r:mcos~~.

of tl'e duodenum.

.i.'hey concluded that it was

a prctease ancl that the animDl cculC. be partially immun-

i?.ed against it.

It is known that the intestinal fluid contains a
large nwnber and variety of bacteria.

That bacteria

produced thA t·-,xic material has occU''ied a large space

in the li terc tu re.

Lurphy and ·; incent ( 85) concluded

from their studies that bacteria and exctoxins uere responsible for the

toxe1~1ia,

·oecause the7r found th· t the

small quani ties of the intestir:::l contents, w1:.ich had
been passed thru a Berkfeld filter and injected intravenously, were not toxic.
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co~or4ers

Dragstedt (86) and

in the upper

inte~tinal

blood

intact, ann

ui~y

~he

sup~ly

tract were isolated with its
~ere

then washed, the contin-

of the gastro-intestinal tract restablished, and

loop dropped

t.hti anirndl.S ~o

tis.

found chat if a loop

baa~

into the peritoneal aavity, half

op8rated upon d.ieci. of feneral peritoni-

The o the1· half, after a lanse of number of days, it

was found, that the loop haQ been sterilized by the ac-

tion of the neritoneal fluid.

If, at this time, the

ends of

the animals lived almost

thd loop~

were

close~,

inuefinitely and death did not follow even when ob-

etruotion to the mesenterio circulation was

~reduced.

These authors coni.::iiuer t!:leee ex-pe:rimento, proof that
bacteri~

were reaDonsible for the uisease.

:,~uch

at;,ention has been fooused on the .h:ino. of

bacteria prebent.

Oannon(8?) concluded that it was

always abuociated with a proteolytic flora.

It is

generally agreed, accorcdng to Mo!ver {88) that the
normei.l int es cina.l flora include a l!ll'fe num1Jer of anaerobic organisml;;).

In 1926, Williams {89) at....vanced

the theory that t:.he

~'lelchi

partioularly

rea~onsible

of t hie theory he c1 t ed

bacillus <;aB the 01'ga.nism

for the toxemia.

In support

o er te:.in :90 in t;,e of s imile.r1 ty

betvveen the clinical Dicture of intestinal ileus and

that of gas b&aillus irJf'eotion. also the faot that he
had. found. 3. welchi in large number:::> in the contents of
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obs~ruoted in~estines

anQ in the vomitus from such cases.

on the basis of this theor.y he ga,re B. welchi anti toxin
to two heterogenous groups of

~atients

suffering from in-

testinal obstruction or p0ritonitis with an apparently
favora';le effect unon the course of 1,,he O.ieease end with

a lowering of thG mortality rate.
3ower and ClarK (90) renorted a series of twenty-five
oases of intebtinal obstruction or neritonitis treated witb
'!hey believed that its administration

'3. welchi t:rn\iitoxin.

had favorably influenceu the oour1Se of the twvo diseaeee.

However, Molver (88) and cov,-orKers wore r.ot. able to find
sufficient evidence

th~t

3. welchi played an imr,ortant role
.;.'hey s te te tba t 3. welchi

in the -production of toxemia.

normally found in the ras tro-int est inl'l tract are 01' low
virulence.
ber of

they base

inte~tines,

on the fact that of a large nuLl-

thi~

ic which the intestine is drained,

through an abuominal wound anu tLe rarity with which gae
baoillu~

infection of the abdominal wound

spite

the fact that 3. welchi is

o~

from the draining wound.
anaero~ic

or aerobic are

~hile

ta~es

freque~tly

place, in
cultured

the question as to whether

res~onsible

not been settled, the exneriments of

for the toxemia has
~,1urphy

and. 13rooks ('13)

furnish evidence that the toxemia in ex-perimentally obstruuted loons

is due to bacterial action and nor; to the

toxic secretion of the

muoos~
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of the intestine.

In considering the
oonLi~ered

absor~tion

oi toxin, it may be

an eetabliehad fact that no

toxic substance can

ta~e pl~oe

ab~or~tion

of a

through normal muoosa.

If the most virulent toxic fluid from an obbtructed loop
be placed in the no1·mal intestine of another animal, it

is f ouna. thc-t t no sy!llptoms follovv.

..i:he question is, chen,

What; changes Cake -plece under Conditions of intestinal
which

o~atruction

~ermit

the poison to be ahsorped.

rhe

most reasonable explanation ,aooording to llioiver (88) is
th&t the mucosa is so damageu or uestroyed, that it ie

permeable to the toxin from the lumen, or that after the
barrier of epithelial cells is bro Ken down the toxin may
be actually formeu in the intestinal wall itself by the

action of bauteria or au,olytic changes.
tive changes

ta~inf

ihe degenera-

place are usually attributed to the

fact t.ha t the circuJ.a ti on of the bowel is damaged by
distention as has bee:n shown.

Hartwell Un) anci cowork-

ers state that the intraintestin&.l pres>::ure influences
absor~tion

in two ways:

indirectly, by interfering with

the circulation, and, directly by forcing the toxin into

the absorbing channels.

~urget

\92) found that animals

with closed intestinal loope ooula be

Ke'Pt alive almost

ind.ef ini tely i:t ov er-ciis ten ti on of the loops we1·e prevented by aspirating the contents •.
It ie found, provided the toxin has

pa~sed.

the bar-

rier imposed by 'he. mucosa, thCJ. t there are three ways in
which general dissemination cnay taic:e -place, by blood stream,

by lymnhatios,

Ol:'

by diffusing into -i;he general ".l~ri

toneal cavity ano be absorbed. from that source. (88)
I:f, via the blood l::ltreEim, their seems to be no inrport-

ant evidence either for or against it.

Carlson, Lynch

and ·jvangens teen l 9 3) showed tha.t tb e bl ooo. of animals,

4ying

from

in~estinal

obstruction,is not toxic when in-

jected into another animB.l.
s~a~ee

i7hip-ple (94), howev::r,

that the bloou of animals

~oisoneQ

in another

mann;;;:r, may also be non-toxic vihen trantiferred into t:.noth01· laboratory snimal.

If via the lymph channels,

the adherents of the theory believe that their is an au-

sorption of toxin anu. that a beor;'.)tion oc;1..:urres by way
of t.ha blood

l:i

tream anei. by way of the lymphatics.

Murphy and Vincent (Sb) have stressed the importance of

the latter.

Morton (95) using colloid.al silver, which

has a selective staining aotion for lymphatics, was not
able to demonstrat::.6 by staining of the thoracic lynrnh-

atics, &ny evidence of absorption unless an actual perforation of a loop ha c' occurred.
Wilxeie (96)in studying the :oeritoncel oavity,a1:1 a

source of absor-ption,found no toxic iaubetc.r.ice in the peritoneal fluid by injecting it intravenously into normal

animals, even vii th la:i:ge quan ti ti ee.

Foe ter anu

H.au~ler

(97) concluuaa. that nlacinf short stra.ngulated loops in
a i·ub':er bag in oruer to isolate them from the r.;;ri toneal
cavity 'rolonged the life of :he animal.

-ez,-

So in eummbry of the thaory that a toxin is the
cause

01

death,it may be ;:;aid th&t 1>here is no conclus-

ive evia.enoe on tht: mechc:..nism of abt-orption,or on the
pa thw&ys by

v~hich

o.iosemina tion of the '11oxin occurs; but

even so,the theory is

c~nsidered

by many authorities to

be one of t.he best explanations.
Since dehydration ;::,u-nears as a frequent and severe
aomplioation, it has
ueath.

lho

a~herents

~een

considered as the cause of

of this theory do not believe tbat

death in all tyDes of intestinal obstruction can be ex-

plain on 'chie basis, however.

Hartwell an6. Hoguet (91)

showed that anim&ls dying from sirr:nle obi:;truotion seldOm showed any change in the intel::ltine e.bove the obstruction.

!his led them to doubt ti&t death resulted from

the abDorptian of e toxin &nu because of the large amounts
of fluid lost by animals in vomiting, and the ranid
res tor& tion of fluids by using physiologice.l se.line, oa.useC1
them -co c;,.dvanc e this theory.

Opponents of thi;;;1 i;heo ry

.
I
.i.;raper
s (7) expGriments in 1914. who

m~sured

Lhe

'Nater content of 1 iv er, Ki d.ney ana. other tissues under
normal conditionE and following fasting, salivation by
pilocorpine, and duodenal obstruction, he found the water
lose to be about 10~ in all three conditions.

The fasting

and salivate<i animals showed no signs of diability while
the animals with duodenal obstruction died.

... e4-

l'his ex-oerirnent

may be aritized on the basis of the fact that the water

content of parenab.ymatous th:sue;;.:; do not furrdsh an accurate estimate of the degree of dehya.ration.
Foster ( 9'7) considered thb t the time ela-psirr befora death was too short for the developmer:,t of a toxemia anu Wilke ( 96) ooneidered that the most outs tan ding

findine:- in nft ti ents a.yinf o:f obetruct ion was the aocumula t ion of f luiti tllroughou t

the s-planchnio area, in the

engorgen blooa. vessels, in the intestines above the ob-

struction and in the peritoneal cavity itself.

This

drainage of fluid into the splanohnic area then, decre2ses
the circulatory blood volume, thus lowerinF the effi-

ciency of the circulation in

general,an~

of the

cere~ral

circulation in narticular •.
:1errin and

Meek

( 98} and Taylor ( 89) reTJort tb.9 t

they have TJrolonged the survival time of dogs dying
distention of the intestinal
au.joining mesentery.

loo~,

fro~

by denervation of the

'l'he nervous element in traumatic

shoe.::.:. has been stuciied by Freeman(lOO) and since Moon

(101) has com-oared the rirelethal stage of intestinal ob~truo

tion to

shoe~.

Fine. Rosenfeld and Genuel (102)

hB.ve s tuc.tiea the <"01:::s i bili ties.

·rhey f'ound that the sur-

vival time in csts,with obstruction c.nd gaseous distention of the Bmall inteatine,to be inversely

~roportional

to the level of the -pressure in the lumen of the bowel
and. -preliminary exclusion of the ex tr ins ic nerve surrnly
o::- the e::as tro-

~tee tinc~l

traot did not influence the
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survival tine of such ani.mals.

Also, t:he fluid accum-

ulation in the intestinal lumen, bowel wall, and

re~i

toneal cavi t;r in these anirrw.1s, lvas not sufficient to
account for their rapid death.
In summary then, it is seen thnt all the true factors as to the cause of death are not known; but, it is
by the study of these factors,

treatment may be worked out.
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that a rational basis of

Sinoe the dealine in the inoidenoe of

ty~hoid

fever,

intestinal obstruction accorC1.ing to '•7iee (103) has beoome the most lethal affection of the small bowel.

Its

local treatment he states, coneista in reducing the distention, proximal to the lesion, then locating anu relieving the obstruction and excising any gangrenous tisl::lue a.evi.taliz eu, by U.is turbanoe of its blood SU'P"'91Y.
~organ

(104) besee the intelligent treatmen& of il-

eus on two factors.

:First, the bowel damage and oomrlio-

ation for which the ileus was directly responsible and

secondly, the bod.y 0!1e:nical changee known to take place,
Continued vomiting, dehyuration, alkaloeis anu in late
oases uremia, mui::it be dealt with.

'2en essentials necessary to attain a logical

tre~t

ment of the underlying -pathology rather than treating
the symptomatology presented, as given by Stout (4) are:

(a) proper preoperative
tion 01 the signs anO.

~renaration,

~ymptoms,

(b) early recogni-

and the irr.media te be-

ginning of therapy, {c) -p:roper sedation,(d) drugs inhib-

iting the toxio prooese, (el

~revention

cf toxic absor'P-

tion, (f) facilities for the oontrol of intralumenal pressure, (g)ilnprovement of gastro-intestinal tonioity by
drugs, (h) the improvement of oircula ;;ion in the t:rt'lanohnio

area, (i) and the prevention of dehyuration.
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These

meacures will now be considered in more Qetail.
In oons ide1· ing the pi· op er 1'.!re0"9era tiv e pre'!)e: rat ion
Stout (4) considers the mental preparation important.
·.i:he many fears of antici -pa ti on harbored by most :at ients.

he believes, should be carefully dealt with as funotional
ileus

i~

more often seen in the highly nervous tyues.

Engle ( 22) states that the charact eris t ios of the irciividual patient, unaues tionably have something to do with

nost-onerative dis&cntion.

~his

factor, he cites ac al-

most imnoesible to remedy aria. muBt be aoc:e-oted as a case
of distention diathesis.

He considers the preouerative

care of pati8nts a deciding factor. however, he goes on
to point out that the emergencies, as a rule, "9ro·viding

no peritonitis is yresent, uo better than long

oases, except in preparation of
the bowel.

ca~es

~repared

for resection of

He recommends stonninr all fluids by

~outh

ten tu tW•)lve hours before operation, as a nrever.Jtive

measure.

As tv the purging of the gut,

pre-o~eratively,

Alvarez ( 106) has shown that after i:iurg·ing, there is a
refractory

~eriod

during which time there is an inhi-

bition 110 peristalsis, :.::>O that the use of cathartics
precening lanarotomy should be avoided.

Also, he 1'.)oints

out that some of the '9Urftatives owe l";hei1· effects to
the fact -i;hat they are irritc..nt -poisons that must be
removed quickly from the body, an others act by inter-68-

fering with in tee tinal absorption ana. up::ieting the balIn either cc;,se they bring out natholog-

ance of salts.

iaal conditions anu the body is

Wcia~ene~.

not strength-

ened.
Willl:e {96) believeb that th.ere will be no L:provement in the

~re

o~erative

anu post

treatment that will

Gver maKe good the uamage that is done in early management of the oases.

~he

discovery of any degree of 'eri-

toni tie, whatever in the pe1·formanoe of an abdominal
section shoulu,he believes, be the signal to anticipate
ileus by t:it&rting treatment at once.

Potter (107} uses

euooesofully :i·ou tine pro-phylae tic dosea of pi treesin and

reports a marKed

deorea~e

in the incidence.

Eis findings

will be subsen. uently discussed in :'.nore detail, when con-

sidering the merits of pitressin.

As to the preoperative uee of dextrose, there is
some division of opinion.

lows:

Osohner (108) eta tes as fol-

" we do no ti Know why glucose inhibits in tes tin al

&.ctivlty.

'de W~l't:

given this lead lax·gely by Carlson's

wori<, who some years ago showed

th~-~

gluco::>e inhibited.

action of the stomach and we wondered whether this was
true, ali;;;io, of t.he intestine, and found it was.
bly the effect. is directly on the muscle.

of extreme im-port.ance, clinically.

Proba-

l'hb1 may be

However, we have

not been able to observe wany of theee cases olinically,
anu. it takes thousands of cases to nrove anything.
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'.~'e

had noticed that patients with gallbladuer disease had
more POijtoperative distention than other cases. but that
it was nrobably

~ue

u~per ~bdomen.

In these cases, we had been using large

to handling of the viscera in the

doses of dextrose, becauae of liver damage.

Recently,

we have fortified. the dextrose with insulin anu have
not

ha~

this distention. so we believe that
~ooording

effeot has due to dextrose."

former

~he

to Quigley {109)

dextrose does not exert and inhibitory effect upon bowel
motility.

Hughson anu. Scarff \110) state that hypertonic

d.ext:coe e li!Ce hyper tonic sodium ohloride augments motility.
In considering, prover sedation,

~tout

{4) pointa

out that these patients are apprehensive, irritable, and

later excitable from their toxemia ano. that they ;;;;uffer
from insomnia,

restlessnes~

and distress from distention.

If the latter is relieved, they have very little pain anu
he believes there is no oouasion for
of mornhine.

th~

promiecuous uee

iiest. he states, is imperative

ually be 9roviued

~Y

an~

may us-

the use of bromide2, as a 8asic sed-

ative anu the more potent barbiturio acid

~alts

as are

required to handle iihe inuivio.ual cai;:;e.

The widespread

seems to

~arrant

acuording to

u~e

snecial attention.

~ragsteu.i

phinization in

and general

~he

(111).

t~eatment

wa~

of

mor~hine

Alonzo Clark in 1879,

an auvocate of deep mor-

of peritonitis, anu advised

a semi-naroosis to insure, as he

-'?u-

em~loyment

thou~ht,

a oomrlete bowel

r.;;st.

He

give~

oredit to Gravee in 1821, as the first

to use .:.:liniaally large Cio::ies ol' opiate int.he treatment

of peritonicis, anu
publioa ti on on
Alonzo UlarK

18~2,

Stoxes in

io

tilt: t..ubj ec t.

for the first

It came to be called lihe

however, and modifications of

treat~ent,

his l'egime oon:;iti tut es i;he ac0epted therapy, for rnany
year~

a~

olihers.
~lrne

shown

the

~Y

~ragatea.t

textboo~s

of

~uetin,

~elly

and

states this type of therapy eame in

to be ohallenged by a number of clinicians not on

the basis of observed

th~raneutic

results but rather on

tne not.ion that the drug induced ileul.":>J wal::l a two-ea.ged
sword, splinting the bowel to :t·estrict the spread of in-

fection on one hand, but intensifying the toxemia snecifically related to the ileus on the other.

~lthough

nu.nerouo experimental studies on the 0ation of morphine
u~on

the

int~dtinc

ha~

been

made,~ragstedt

continues,

ooriflict..Lnf retJul tl:l had been obtained, so t;ha t in i:rpi te

of the fact, that Poe's studieii;i in l9:JCJ, indicated tkt

mo1·phine h&d. a stimulating t:ction on the intei::sliine, the

well-recognized constipating action of morr-hine served
largely to nullify euoh findin@·s ana

~o

belief

nepressant.

~h~t

morphine was

found until the

wor~

es~entially

strengthen the

It wasn't

of Plant anQ killer in 1920, that

both in man anil anirnz:.ls, the che:.racteristic effect is to

inurease motility.

That the action o:: morphine is stim-

ulant rather than depressant to the intestinal musculature,
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Dragstedt llll: noints

out~

is now generally recognized

,.iller 1 B observations, have l:ie en confirmed

a::; Plant anu

by many worA:ere, both for the nor!Lal

i~ testine

and ',vhen

obstruction 2nd peritonitis are nresent.
~esuming

ragime, lt is

n~n-specific

a

inte~~sting

to

mor~hine

affect of the
no~e

the changing uonoep-

tions of the mechanism whereb.i' this is brouer:ht about.
'/ii tb the r eoogn i ti on that mor:phine uo es not splint t,he

bowel, oame the ;,mfgdsl;ion, accoi·u.lne; to

-~'ragsteut,

t,ha c

it helped co overcome the effects of the ileu:;,. seoondc.ry,

to the pQritonitis, by encouraging tranEport of a toxic
bowel content fi·um the highly absorptive small inte:.>tine

to

th~

le~s

absor~tive

in which it could act,
is

al~o

Jome evidtnce

colon.

~his

.~ragBtedt
~hat

is

the only way

n~t

co~,1:,inues,

<::tna. there

in~ucen

the motility

phine is not ..;ffecti7e in the tramrpor t of the

tent.

by morbo~·,el

con-

Circulation through 1.;he bowel is greatly fb.cilitated

by the contrLctions anu motility of the intestines.

verbely it

i~

decreLsdu in the

~bretic

intestine and

still further dacrtased by the Qistertion.
effect of morphine by

the bowel

an~

intestine is

thu~

C.;

e

im~1·ov ing

Con-

~he

inaireot

the oircula ti on through

nromoting tone anu motility in the

prob~ble

ree<son foi· whatever beneficial

effect it may hc.ve in pc:;ritonitis, a.ccorciine: to .uragstedt.
'.t.ensing (112) stat.es that

u~ortihine

ishes the secretion of digestive
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juic6~.

apparently ciimin-

_his decreaBe

in the &mount of intGstin&l secretion, he explains, is
most

li~ely

due to an inhibitory ection of morphine

u-pon the seoretory demands, as to its stimulating action
u~on

the tonus and

believes~favors

~egmentation

movemente, an effect he

the reabsorption of secreted fluida.

Any deleterious effect that might result from the tendenoy of morphine to present

~ypertonus

of the gastro-.

intestinal sphincters should,Mensing believes, be overcome by tubal O.eflations.

.Atrophine, he warnB, should

not be added to the mor~hine because it d~presses the
accelerator vague anu nelvia nerves.

The prevention of toxic absorption from the bowel
Stout (4) believes, is
t~1e

theore~ioally

accomplished by

introduction of bypertonio saline in to the gut to

hino.er water a beor:ption and. ad.minis tra ti on of suffi ...

cient fluids parentally, to cause an active secretion
inlio the intestinal lumen and at the same time, :pro-

viding tubal drainage, of the gaetro-intestinal oonten ts.

Hugheon anu Scarff (113) have ohown that the in-

J eation of

hypertonic salt, intravenously, decreases

the absorption rate of water from an isolated loop of
intestine.

Carlson and Wangensteen (114). Ochsner,

Gage and Cutlin (115) have shovm that the adrnirjistratiot:
of salt stimulates both the intestine tone and peristalsis.
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They believe that sodium ahloride aots directly on the

Dreyer anu Tsung (116) have also noted in exp-

bowel.

erimental animals that hy-pertonic solutions of sodium

cl1lori6.e cause en increase in intestinal movements.

No

effect was noted by these authors when an isotonic solution was usea..
Faoilities for the control of intra-intestinal

pressure:

flood (ll '7) s ta tee tLa t the evolution of

the successful method of tubal drainage by Wangensteen
ha.:;

probably saved more lives lihEcn the introduction of

liver therapy in anemia.

J:he most recent im1')rovemerrt

of thiB method is the

of a uouble lumen tube which

may be

u~e

by mouth to the ileo-ceoal valve.

pa~sed

Patients

se1·iously ill frm1 toxe:nia an cl uehydra ti on are found
not to stand exploration ancJ.. a simple enterostom:;t may
fail to alleviate, the oondition anu is found to have many
disadvant.;;.ges.
rhe double lumen tube was first devised by Miller
ana AbQOtt (118, 119).
stu~ying

These men worKed with the tube

the secretion and ab8orption of the normal small

intestine and with Randim first suggested its use in the
treatment rmu uiagnosis in 1938.

by

the~e

diameter.

The tube as

authors, is ten feet in length
A rub1Jer septum

extend~

ma4ing it into a a.ouble lumen tube.

opens into a

i.:iOft

an~

deaori~ed

16 Frenoh in

throughout its length
'rhe inflation tube

rubbe:i:· balloon; the suo tion tube has
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several openings at its distal end terminates in a
metal tip.

When the tube has passed the pylorus anu

the balloon is

inflate~

it will be carried, 8y

~eri

st&lsis down the entire length of the intestine.

As

it traverses the intestinal tract, suction is applied
whicn removes fluid and gas from eaah distented loop.

It ib nossible for this tube to deflate the entire
gastro-intestinal tract in patients wiLh inte0tinal
obstruc~ion

from whatever cause, mechanical or paraly-

iio acGoruing to

~¥iiller

anu. Abbott (118, 119).

~ver.Y

effort shoulo. be made to get the tube into the duodenum

by natural means aouoraing to Wise (120) for it is often
iarpok:>si 'Jle to move a sick patient to the fluoroscope

&nd

mani~ulation,wiLh

a uistendeu abuomen

i~

by no means

Once the tube is in the o.uoO.enum., thirty oubio

ea~y.

centimeters of air is in,j ected into the balloon, the
balloon tube clamped, and constant ·Nangane teen suction
al)"9lied. to lihe suction tube.

Eaoh hour six inches more

of tube is inoerted. until the eifht foot marK is reached.

The

~uction

tube is irrigated each hour with 20oc. of

water.
In cases of 'ileus

du~lex'

the loc&lized inhi~ition

of funccion of nelvio colon results in a localized obstruction which can be overuoi11e by passing a small colon
tube through a proctoscope, well into the sigmoid.

gansteen suction

m~y

albO be used here.
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·.~an

Men1.:1ing (112) ooints out that suction eiphonage
unles::-l accompanied by the perfo1we1nae of a le'Paro tomy
am:><:.rently does not ma teria.lly lower the intra-abdom-

inal pr0ssure ev1;m though it deflates the small bov,el
becbuse the tone of the d.iaphram and ab<iominal musoles

oompensatei::i for t1:1e u.irnunition in the ioize of the inte~

tine.

Disadvantages of t.he nasal tube as giv-en by ·van
(a) A few "'9a ti en ts will

3ueren and ornit;h {121) , are:

not iolerate it. ib) Some patients vomit the tube repeatedly. (c) Ulceration in the esophagus bae been
noted at post-mortem in some cases (d) one case with

a deviated eeptum, haa an ulceration of the muooua
membrane on che septum anu an aQhesion to the lateral
nasal wall formed.

Nose and

~h~oat

consultants con-

sidered the condition not curable wlthout a septal reoeotion.

\e) Cases of

al~alo8is

t;he tube b.a.ve been reportecl..
toms

from prolonged use of

(f)

It may relieve symp ..

preoperatively temnorarily, while a loop of gut

with damageu. blood t1up-ply
In considering

remain~

in the abuomen.

enterostomy,Men~ing

(112) states

it is never indicated in the treatment of paralytic
ileua of general peritonitis.

Van Bueren and Smith

(121) state that the nasal tube has
os tomy in many of their_ ca&es.

re~lsced

enter.

They noted, however.

in t.t. . e.ir 1::1eries of co.ses th& t a -primary enterostoll'y was
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more effective than a secondc•rY one, and an ostomy in
the more viable jejunum seems to function better than
one in the more involveo. ileum.

They stress that the

pathologio indications for enterostomy require astute
judgemen~

and that enterostomy in

relatively ineffective.

il~u~

is

They give the mortality fol-

lowing enterostomies performed
paralytic ileus as 90/Q.

~aralytic

u~on

thirteen cases of

Stout (4) states that the

operstion of enterostomy is very rarely necessary and
that tubal a.i·ainage g:ives better results and is with-

out the inherent disadvantages of the operation.
Van Beuren and 3mith (121) oonuluue that enter-

ostomy as a treatment for acute ileub has been used
in only a btnall percent of the total numb er of cases.
It seems to have been reserveu as a last resort in the
ca~es

in which the

most auvanced. •

n~Lient

ie

sic~est

and the condition

They state there io evidence suggest-

ing that this procedure ha& been effective ln lowering
the mortality rate but it has hC;1d &"'9-Parently little in-

fluence on the general mortality rate.
Another

~ethon

recently aavooated is that of breath-

ing 9c;0 oxygen for the relief of §''.'oeous distention.

The laboratory studies of Rosenfield and Fine ( 122)
which -provided. the basis for clinical apnlication of the
method, U.emons tra ted the canaci ty of 95 10 oxygen to d.efla te a clostJO. loop of small intestine o.i;;;tended with
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nitrogen, which in man as we have seen, forms a major

oor.stituent of the a.istending gases.
which

~he

The mechanism by

oxygen accomplishes this result consists in

the exclusion of nitrogen from the inspired air.

Ac-

cording to the law of gases, the diffusion of any gas
through a

L

emi-permea1Jle membrane is found to be pro-

nortional to the difference

~etween

on the two dideo of the membrane.
oxygen necessarily, RosenfielQ

its partial pressure
Inhalation of -pure

explain~,

reduces the

"l)reseure of nitrogen in the lungs towards zero, so tha. t
the ni Lrogen in the blood diffuses into the ex-pired
air; anti. by the same mechanism the resulting reduced
partial
ga1;1

~o

pr8~sure

of nitrogen in the blood allows this

o.iffuse rnore rapia.ly fl'om any ::iocty cavity or

tissue spC:;..Qe inlio the blood anu so expelled through
the lungs.

Hosenfield mah:es it cleer i:.hat cxygen ,...,er

se has no direct effect on the diffusion

~rocesa.

Its

virtue, he states, lies only in the fact that, when
properly used, it is a convenient resnonsible gas which
prevents nitrogen from being inh&led.
Rosenfield showed. th.a Ii by
brebthe pure oxygen

inste~u

oausin~

an animal to

of air, the volume of ni-

trogen in a cloued loop of sm&ll

i~testine

distended

with gas can be rea.uced in twenty-four hours to about
40~ of its original volume.

lhis is in contrast to an

aver·age variation of only lO;u of the original gas volume
... ?8-

when the animal breathes room air for tho same period of time.

The pathologic changes in ileus were

found -nrimarily
referable to the effect of increased
'
intra-lwn.innl tension rather than gas volume.
Fine, tlermanson and .r:rrehling l 123) cite clinical
cases where the benifit of breathlng oxygen is observed.

fhe corresponding satisfactory results lead them

to beleive that a high average of successes can be ob-

tained with the proper technique.
Binger (124) and others have reported toxic effects
from the prolonged breathing of pure oxygen.

But Fine

(123) points out that this does not constitue a valid
objection for the following reasons: (a) The nursing requirements of patients make interruptions in the ad.ministration of oxygen necessary and such interruptions
averaee one-half hour in each four to eight hours and
constitute c sufficient factor of safetv.

Oxygen has

been given in this manner as long ns thirty-five hours
in a number of cases without any suee;estion of oxygen
poisoning.

(b) Should future experience fail to sustain

this beleif, an oxygen-helium mixture could be sunplied
which would eliminate this objection.
The simplest type of distention for which the method

may be used, ¥ine explains, are the nost-onerative functional

ty~es

ac disease.

and thoes associated with pneunonia or cardiIn addition the distention of peritonitis, he
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beleives, is a particularly
application.

~rown

appro~riate

type for its

(125) consideres the disturbed

function of the gastro-intestinal tract in neritonitis
to be as inimical to recovery as the peritonitis itself
and if overdistent 0 on can be avoided or mininized by an
agent which is more directly effective than thoes in current use, we may be in a posi·Gion to trHat peritonitis
with much more success •
.t<'ine ( 123) et al use the intra-gastric catheter rout inly durjng the administration of oxyren in order to prevent the entrance of air or oxygen into the duodenum.

They

found that in no instance was it possible to attribute any
substantial portion of the deflation
amount of

f.BE

accom~;lished

discharged to the catheter.

to the

They state that

a suction tube cannot answer the needs c,f a case in which
more than one level of obstruction exists, such as may
occur with peritonitis.
in an:• closed

loo~)

In this instance they state, as

obstruction, the coumonest exam:ile of

which is obstruction of the colon, the choice rests between an enterostomy or

95~·?

ox;rgen administered through

a helmet. ·1·hey admit that, to the extent to which a suction
tube, like an enterostomy tube removes fluid directly, it
is probably sur)erior to the oxypen method, which can only
do sc indirectly by imi)roving the absorbt1ve
the bowel after nartisl deflation.

cap~~ci ty

of

A combination of both

methods then applied simultaneously should provide maximum
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benefit which each has to otfer.

In the long standint obstruction the bowel musculature is oocasionly Eo paralyzed from over distention that enterostomy fails to result in

prom~t

evac-

Cheever ll26) has eviscerated the gut and ex-

uation.

presseQ the retaineu fluids and gas at the time of enterostomy.
proce~ure

This, many authorities believe, is a heroic
and

ac~ompanieu

with uanger.

Fine

(1~3)

con-

cludes concerning the relative merits of ranid, versus
slow

decompre~~ion,

a miuule Freund may be taKen by pre-

forming the enterostomy end

su9plementin~

auministra tion of 9bJt;. oxygen.

it

with the

If' the enterostomy faile

to function, thee the oxygen tent will at once initiate
g1·ao.ual deflation an .., P'.:rmi t a more ra-pio. recoverv of

muscle ione. than mignt occur spontaneously.

If the

en teroo tcmy funo tions too well. so that. tbe effects of
too sudden Qecompression, Fine Etates that the tube can
be clamped anQ grauual deflation, acuomnlished mo1e
grauually by the oxygen tent, anQ the tube
les~

o~ened

at a

oritical nerlod thereafter.
l'o sum up then, decompression of the uistenaea. bowel

that

ha~

not been stretched beyond its c&pacity to re-

cover. r e12ul ts in the fallowing physiological eff ec te a coor ding to Mensing (112).
nic

uircula~ion

volume.

~b)

and

(a) Imnrovement
in the snlanch.

increa~e

in the circulating blood

F:estoration of the intestinal tone,
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mobility and gradients. le)

Accele~ation

of absorntion

of intra-intestinal guses. (d) Acceleration of

~bsorp

tion of intestinal fluids. le) Cessation of the excessive 'paraly~ic secretion' of intestin~l juices, and lf)

Diminution in :·te amount of edema and spasm at the site
of obstruction.

lt is the opinion of most authors that the nostoperative bynodern1ic afuninistration cf suc1 peristalic
drugs as pi tressin and nrostigrn. ine cor-1bined with the

employment of colon irrigations, Javar'.es, hot packs or

stupes and enemata have clinically improved
and that their use should be

persis~ed

~eristalsis,

in until

deflat1~n

and succe::.sful response are cornoistently obtained.
Kir~lin

and Seedorf (136) of the Mayo

founda~ion

state that their search un to date has revealed no other
drug cc,mnarable to pi tressin in its de· 'Elllda ble results.
~he

separation of pituitrin into pitressin, the pre-

sser factor and pitosin the oxitoxic rector, was announced
by Kemm et al \12?) in 1927.

T1itressin is now much used

for the control of intestinal distention and ileus, prophylactically and therapeutically.

Potter and

~,!ueller

( 128) found pi tress in specific for their p11rnose and adopted

it for routine use and further clinical studv. One hundred
patients, operated on for acuto appendicitis or for biliary

tract disease, where signif'icari.t distention might be antici-82-

pated in 49 ner-cent, were given pitressin every four
hours for eigh·t; to twelve inJections.

Where general

anesthesia was used, the initial dose of pitressin was
given before operation to prevent

balloor1in~

of the in-

testine and to facilitate operative r:iani"ulation.

When

spinal anesthesia was used, the aresthetic 'revented distention during

oper:~ tion

ly following operation.

and pi tress in was started directuonaenting on thn results of this

clinical investigRtion, Potter and Liueller statec1: "In 92
out of 100 cases there was no evident distention ••• In no
case, save that which there existed a mechanical obstruction, was there any
~he

outw~d

evidence of increased peristalsis.

action of the drug, as in our previous serries, appear-

ed to be that of merely maintaing tune."
Early paralytic ileus may respond to nonsurgical treatment based on intubation, 'itrssin therapy and sunportive
measures.

clensing (112) pointed out that nitressin aug-

ments intestinal tone and increa0es
by the tissues in these cases.

reten~ion

of fluids

?rophylactic use of nit-

ressin at the time of operation and repeated every twn to
four hours as indicated, in 200 cases of acute appendicitis
wss reported by Potter (129).

In this serries there was

no death from functional ileus and distention was a serious problem. in only one instance; Mortality was 4.5 per
cent.

Acute diffuse neritonitis was present in 25 patients

and mortality in this group was 12 per-cent.
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\'his may be

constrasted to a mortality rate of 35 per-cent in previous cases of acute diffuse 0eritonitis in which -1tressin nronhylaxis of distC::ntion had not been employed.
Ad:,1instration of pi tressin at the time general an-

esthesia wus

st:'~l~te<l,

,,i th :cepeti tion of injections at

four hour intervals as indicated, was emnloyed by Black
(130) in

tion.
·:-1

eo

abdominal surgical cases to prevent disten-

rtesults were favorable and post-operative cas

ains vrere less frequent than usual. When pi tressin was

given, the small gut as seen at operation auueared to
become squeezed dry and hung in a small,11mpcluster that
could be easily
not

inte::.~fore

~acked

out of the onerative field and did

with abdominal closu:·e.

.·here was almost

no change in the large bowel.
!'otter (10?) states that a method which has proved
a safe and efficient means of minimizing the incidence of
paralytic ileus is the pro"'."hylactic use of petressin. '.'he

initial dose nust be given in the presence of

ed

inte~tine

and

s~o~ld

·1

nondistend-

be continued at regular intervals.

ln early appendicitis, withnut

pe~itonitis,

eieht doses

nf ::iitrcssin he beleives, sufficient. l.n biliary cases 12
doses may be required.

~o

cathartics or enemas are given

until pitressin is discontinued; following the final dose
a colon irritation nay be ordered.
Discussing surgery of the stonach Kline (131) points
out the usefulness of pitressin as a post-onerative neasure
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in

~~he

management of perforated gastric ulcer and sub-

total gastric resection. ln addition to routine 9osto:riera ti Ve HU8SUJ:'0S for c-,erf:Jra ted ulcer, pi tr·essin is
given every two hours fc'r three or ncre dnses.

'This

1

restablishes normal peristalsis, does not of itself'
spread. infection, but em".'ties the cut, nromotes neces::ary circulation, prevents the CTore deadly ileus, absoro-

tion of toxic materials, necrosis, and vomiting."

The use of pitressin in laparotomies was
by :,eed \132).

stu~ied

!:le was also of the oninion that the

routine use after oneration tends to reduce the incidence of distention and discomfort following operation.
l•

razier t 133) concluded that ni tressin exerts a

stimulating effect on

ga~tric

ture under nornal conditions.

and intestinal musculaSince review of thirty

yenrs worldwide clir:ical ex:,erience with T"'i tui tary prep-

arations for tLe releif of distention revealed a controversial issue, .rruzie:'' studied the problem on the surgic~l

service at the hospital of :he university of Penn-

sylvania.

?itressin was given in doses of 0.5-1.0 cc.

every four tours for as long as 06 hours

~fter

operation

'__'he serries included 24 natients to whom ri tressin ,..as
given routinely after operation> without
s~1~toms

waitin~

of distention to develone; 66 to whom it

for the
w~s

given post-Operatively; 47 to whom it was p:iven efter
operation for releif of gas pains; 4 to whom it was
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administered to control tne obstinate distention resul ting from ileus unrelated to o-pera 1: i ve trama or
infection; and 15 with widespread peritonitis.

The

results were as follows:
Patients Given Pitressin
Post-operatively for
Distention
Degree of
Distention

No.

ImUnimproved proved

Made
~orse

Patients
who passed
fas feces

Inc .• in
Peristalsis

9

6

3

0

5

1

4

Moderate

38

37

1

0

26

10

10

Marked

19

14

5

0

13

6

8

Minor

For

Ii-as Pains

7

7

0

0

not

recorded

Moderate

25

21

4

0

not

recorded

i\'Iarked

15

14

1

0

not

recorded

bi nor

Cases With Widespread
Peritonitis
.secovered
Died

10

10

0

10

10

10

5

3

2

0

0

0

Relief from symptoms was obtained in the majority

of cases.

In the entire serr1es only three patients

experienced reactions characterized by pallor, headache,

shallow respiration, and thready pulse.

All reactions

were transiet lasting ten minutes to one hour after which
spontaneous recovery

occ~red.
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ii·razier {133) concluded:

"In our experience, pitres-sin has nroved a valuable
agent in the prevention and releif of abdominal distention due to adynamic ileus resulting from onerqtive trama and peritoneal infection.

Reactions are

few, mild, and transiet and associated with no danger to the patient. rllood pressure is apparently not
affected. We, therefore do not hesitate to recomend
its use in combating this distressing post-Onerative
condition."
A serries of 350 cases operated upon for appendicitis including uerforations and peritonitis with no
deaths from functional ileus was reported by l!'erguson
(134).

He attributed a fair share of this success to

the routine use of Pitressin as a prophylactic against
distention.

~his

surgeon suggests use of pitressin early

in the surgical nrocedure if there is marked distention
in the intestine.

Post-oper8tive nanagement as described

by .::·erguson, may be divided into three stages: physiol-

Ogic ileus;
~herany

intermedi'~.

te stage; true paralytic ileus.

of distention caused largely by swallowed air

usually results in uneventful recovery. Intravenous saline
or glucose is given.

If pitressin has not been given

before or during operation it is injected immediately
~rterwards

and repeated every four hours for eight to

twelve doses as indicated.

If the patient remains con-

fortable an enema is not given until the third day; if
-87-

this is effective, pi trei:;sin is dicontinuea..

Wring

the intermediate stage, when early functional ileus
is suspected, attention is given to fluid intake and
three injections of pitressin may be given, one hour
apart, follovred by an enema. l'Ubal draina?e is used

if necessary.

lf true functional ileus is present,

.lferguson discontinues pi tressin and says, in this situation, there is usually no functionally active intestinal muscle to react by contraction.

J\·;orohine, tubal

drainage, intravenous fluids and transfusions are conAs .terguson points out, the best treatment for

tinued.

functional ileus is its prevention.
~inoe

1932, pitressin has been used routinely on

the wards of the .l:'irst Surgical Division of Bellevue
Hospital in 2500 abdominal cases, with the aim of preventing paralytic ileus.

?otter and Miller tl35J in

1939 re-emphyasize the principle of prophylaxis in regard to functional ileus end outline in detail their
present technique in attaining this aim.

'.L'he prophy-

lactic use of pitressin in abdominal surgery is based
on the

su~position

that, if a condition of hypertonia

of the small intestine can be produced pre-operatively
and. maintained during the post-operative period, the
incid.ence of functiocl ileus should

creused.

~)e

nateri'::i.11:.r cle-

According to the extended observations of

Potter and Mueller, where pf-tressin is given early in
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the presence of

non~iatended

intestine ana continued at

regular inte1·vals there is seldom any ev idenoe of increased
peristalsis.

~hen

Pitressin is given before

and the effeot in the

o~eration

abdomen is noted, there is

o~en

seen a gradual shrinleing- of the small intestine, coming
on about twenty :ninute::;; after the fi1·st injection.

7ihile

this shrin.h:ing is at times uniform, it may be segmental
but has never "Droduued anthing resembling violent peri-

use of Pitreasin as taught at Bellevue

~outine

stalsis.

Hospital is

summarize~,

follows:

a~

A uoije of 1 oc. aon-

'ainlng 20 pressor units is recommended by Potter (135)
for patients over 12 years of agelalthough many prefer a

10-unit dose).
em~loyed,

on the

If

gene~al

the first dose

o~erating

table.

or loc&l anaesthesia is to be

given as the

l~

~atienL

is placed

Where spinal anaesthesia is used,

the initial aose is given

~t

the end of the

o~eration,

tha constricting acticn of the anesthetic is onerative
to

~hat

point.

Poetoner~tively,

~itressin

i~

u~

iE given every

four hours ic uncomolicated caaes for 10 or 12 tiosee.
any degree 01' Teri ton i tis

since

If

pres er: t. the interval ie

shortened to two nours and if pneumonia develops, the two.
hour scheuule is

&do~ted.

Patients with ventral hermia are

also nlaced on & two-hour schedule.
Pitreesin should be given intramuscularly since this
not only ensures prompt action but is & means of avoiding
aaoidents.

In most patients, receiving ?itreasin as des-89-

cribed, there

~evelo~s

a blanching of the skin which is

of no clinical significance and r0sults from the normal
aotion of the hormone on skin vessels.
dominal crampf; occai:>ionally occur.

vomiting and ab-

iJhoo.A: characterized

by fall in blood pressure, pallor, a moist skin, and

thready pulse lasting from 20 to Z·O minutes way occur;

Potter and

~1:uell~r

(135} have observed this in three in-

stances in their series of 2500
tresoin.

case~

treated with Pi-

a eeoonQ form of shock, apparer.tly a result of

accidental intravenous &dminibtration of Pitresbin, wae
observed in 10 instances.

None of theae patients died

nor were the authors aware of any report in the literature to the effect that a patient has e-ver died o!
tui tary sb.ock. 11

Therapy of

11

11

pi-

ahoak 11 following injection

of Pituitary extracts consists of intramuscular injection
of adrenalin chloride solution 1:1000 •
.Vhile the prophyl.sctic ul::le of Pitressin is not always
liev~

~ufficient

to ;revent

di~tention,

these

author~

be-

it does definitely lower the incidence of this com-

plioa tion of abdominal 0:>u:rgery.
"'."")ro&tigmine has been used in many clinics and i·eports
covering the use of 1he drug runninf well over a 1000 oase8
in~icate

that it is

h~rmless,

clinically effective and has

definite a dvantfages ove1· the formerly used drug, pbyeoatigmine.

Lewis and Axelman (137)
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u~e

prostigmine to !'revent

post-operative

~i~tention.

They began tbe administra-

tion of p1·oatigmine shortly after, or a. t the time of, op-

era ti on anQ continued medication as necessary.

Prostig-

mine, l oo. of 1:4000 solution is given at intervals of
four to oix hours until the condition of the

warrants

di~continuence

of the medication.

~atient

Prior to the

uee of this agent, from 60 to 75fo of their patients complained of subjective symritoms or exhibited objective

signs of intestinal atony; the administration of rroetigmine

re~uceu

the percentage to a negligible minimum.

Sohlaepfer (138) begins p1·otstigmine inJections, lee. of
a 1:2000 solution from eight to ten hours following the

operation and repeats each eight hours until normal
atalsis is evidenced.

He

inject~

~eri

prostigmine lntramusou-

la.rly ana. ooni::;iders it a very reliable agent to restore
early normal peristalsis following laparotomy.

UznamsKi (13Q) ap-pliea. prostigmine both before and
after opera1iion.

He founo. prostigmine valuable both as

a prophylactic agent against and as a treotment for funo.
tional ileut> anli llisten tion.

Harger anci ·.Vilkey use the

1:4000 solution of -prostigmine methyl sulfate administered

subcutaneously (140).
Mensing {141)

sti:..te~

that hypertonic saline is par ..

tioularly valuable in stimulating the propulsive motility
of the intestine following oper&tion for the relief of a
mechanical obstruction but
-Gl-

~hould

not be used in the early

stages of paralytic ileua of peritonitis

bec&u~e

inhibi-

tion of intastinal function annears to be a defensive meohani~m

uurir.g thiB stage.

In the later st.e;gas of neritoni-

tis, hypertonio saline solution does not. hi:.lve any effect
on the pro-pulsive motility of the bowel, and its use is
oontraindiceted in

hi~

opinion.

In oon:.:iidering: mec.ns to improve the splanchnia cir-

culation Mensing (141) stc.tes that the importance in restoring the circulating bloou volume, is the imorovement
that. occurs in the splancbnic circulation, when the stretch-

ing of the gut and the inureased intraintesi.inal pressure
of distentior is relaived by decoronresive neasures. The re-

turn of intestinal motiility followinp· deoompres;sion, he says,
restores the funotion of the 'peripheral heart,' contract-

ing

inte~tine,

that is, it aia.s the venous return from the

inteotine to the second set of
Merl sing

oa~illaries

in the liver.

states, that hot a p;:;lics t ions to the abdomen allev ..

iate the l::lymptoms of distention ana. in all pz·obability

they iarp1·ove the splanohnic circulation.
ma.t>:e:o clebr that

contributes to the impairment

o.ehya.r~tion

of the 1:>pla.nohnic circl:llation.
st~ti;fillent,

Sk:elton (142)

He cites,

:.~uller

and ..::Sat's

that the &pplioation of heat to the abdomen al-

leviates distention by nrodualng a peripheral vasociilc..tion

anu a splanohnio vei.fio-constri c ti on, which tbey call the
1
'

splancho:peripheral bala-noe.
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11

Snlanchnio and

s~inal

in Lhe treatment of 1leus.

anesthesia have both been used
~rom &

theoretical point of

view, they both ac.a:cmolish the same enu,in th&t they toth
produce a block of the splanchnic nerves.

·.'.'hile the tech-

nique of splanohnic anesthesia is not particul2rly dif:ficul t, only one who has performed the procedure under close
sunervi~ion

or who has t&ken the occasion to 1'.)ractioe the

technique on the cacio.ver, &rH1 who is f&.miliar with l;he an-

atomy involved

~hould

be consiuereu comnetent to perform

it clinically, &ccoruing to OchsnGr and Gage \143).

They

believe that the method of Kappis, which involves introduction of a needle

~osteriorly

through the flank, is al-

most invariably the method of choice for treatment of
ileus.
l111e1·e are

the good

repor tt:i in 1.;he literature stating

numerou~

re~ults

funotionol ileus.

of spinal ana. splanohnio
It is well-Known

~hat

causes violent. 1'.)eristaltio movement.

ane~hesia
s~inal

in

anethesia

.1.'hiti action begint:5

accornlng to 3rown ll44). in about fifteen minutes after
i;he injection ana. grau.ually wears off within a few days.
Since in ileuo, the splanchnio

~ystem

seemB desirable to numb the paralyzer.

3rown

e~ates,

how

~ninal

overfunctions, it
One may visualize

anesthesia or analgesia inhibits

the unuebirable overfunction of che splanchnios snd how
this C<llows the cranio .. sacral system to overfunction by
releasing 'he

lat~ers

checK rein.
.. 93_

The oranio-saor&l system

escapes the procaine.

From clinical observation, it has

been found chis overfunction of the cr&nio-saorals continues for several days &.nd it is this sustained action
~b.a~

accounts for the relief of functional ileus.
Much has been written by German anu. Irench authors

on

thi~

8Ubject.

Duval (145) reported 99 cases of mech-

anical obstruction, in sixteen of whioh,ev&ouation was
produced by

~r-inal

anethesia.

the subject of dehydration is large and a comprehensive review of the vast literattlre will not here
tempted.

~e

at-

Only a few factors will be stressed.

mensing (112) states that excessive amountt:> of saline
solution thoulu not be administered after the urinary outnut has been brought

u~

to 1500 ca. in 24 hours, because

they are liable to cause a reduction. in the colloid osmo-

tic tension of lhe blood plasma with a resulting denletion
of the blood.
lan 3euren and jmith (121) point out that the size

1

and weight of the patient, the functional canaci tY of the
myocardium a.no. kidneys, the degree of shooA:, and the insensible fluid loss
the

~lasm&

~houlu

be carefully estimated, and

chlorides, and serum r.rotein and blood specific

gravity should be followed to maintain a patient in water,
electrolyte anu. 1Jrotein equilibrium.
age

tot~l

parent~ral

·J.'hey give ab an aver-

intake, 4 to 6 liters of normal saline
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for the firsli few day--s as being indicated in the average
.;)tout {4} points out, it is vvell to remember when

case,

givinf large quantities of liquids, that in the presence
of fevers there is a

~tin~enoy

toward

reten~ion by

the

tissues of both water anu chlorides.
:.:ensing (112) cautions that the
fluids
tion

03

~er

r~ctum

&cunini~tration

of

is to be avoided eopecially in obstruc-

the lower ileum c.nd. colon

of functional ileus.

in ';;te vbrious forms

e:iDU

i.:ie believes thb.t by int.reducing

fluidc. in l;o the cecum &nd ascending colon) where

norn~elly

the inl.estinal contents are beinf dehydra.ted, one is en-

couraging fermen1ation, withe result thi;.t there occurs
besi~es

bn increased

~reduction

in ras, a flattening or

reversal of intestinal gradient of forces.

: luids are

considered, best given, by the in1.1·a.venous route ano. the

most recent worK ::;eems to in di ca te tbB t t hd tendency has
1een i:.o give too much so di urn chloride.

tilled

wa~er

should be given

of the sodium chloriae

~1us

re~uired

Lh~

Glucolile in O.is-

calculated estimate

depending unon the amount

of gastro-intestinal secretions being lost.
points out

~hat

the intestine is

on~

Skelton(l42)

of the first tissues

in the body to give up water when anhydremia exists,
A& previouely mentioned, there is an unusually large

amount of liquid oontent in the gastro-inteatinal canal
in these cases.

Stout (4) states the amount present de-

pends directly upon the severity of the ileus, and it
..,95_

usually ex.oeede one liter.

He cit es ins ten ces in which

the liquiQ contents of the intestine
volume

C&Y1E::tOity

of

t:~e

ap~roaohed

the total

normal size gut, and the amount of

inteatinal liquid found in patients who experienced sudden cardiac

~eaths

anu in those dead from oauses other

than ileus, is usually less than 300 oc. and is frequently

ldO

smc-,11 in amount that it is not easily measu1·ed.
To more alearly nresent the evidence in disturbence

of water metabolism, Stout

give~

evidence of these 11-

lustra tions, which have been obtained from water exchange
records routinely
this purpose.

~ept

in cases of ileus and arranged for

The column headings are, from left to right,

post-operative day; parenteral intake; gastro-intestinal
balance; tissue balance; total intaKe; urine output and
fluid balance.

The parenteral intake as here used renre-

sents the fluid given by hypodermoolysis and venoclysia;
the

gastro-intestin~l

balance is the difference between

the quantity introduced into that tract ana. the amount recovered therafrom.

lhe tissue balance is the difference

between the quantity of liquia. introO.uoeci into the tissues
by injection anu that directly moved from the tissues,

namely, the water of the urine
of the SKin and lungs,

an~

the water losses by way

For simnlicity Stout states, the

last mentioned losses of skin and lunge has lJeen considered.
to be one liter and for clinical
prove sufficiently aoourate.
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~urpoeee

this figure may

Stout considers the error in

fluid balance as

her~

shown rather large and & more

accurate balance, he ex-plains, may be obtained by a :nore
careful consiueration of such factors
water, water of

oxi~ation,

the preformed

a~

sensible anQ

insenei~le

per-

s-pi1·a ti on, environmental temperature, re la ti ve humidity

etc.

The explanation as related to water balance is com-

-plicateti anu. involves a Knowledge of biochemistry.
accuracy Stout

~oints

out

i~

Suoh

this type of patient is im-

practicable and not essential to

~uccessful

clinical use

of a water metabolism i·eoord in these oases. ,

o.

p

Day

Paren-

G. I.

teral
1ntal.:e

Balance

1

2000

-50% or
-1825cc.

r·

2660

+O. 9% or
+60 cc

1'issue
Balance

ac.

G

2000
4

::::000

0
6

0

•.rotal
Intake
ao.

+33~

Urine Fluid
Out-put Balance
ca.
cc.

or •175
+675 cc.

326

-1160

... 31% or

+2710

1025

+885

+~6~4co.

-1'1% or •4624
-346 uo.

1346

+2279

+69% or
+33Woo

-'?B;b or +53~0
-lo76cc.

2575

+1755

-lOOfo or +5110

3320

+790

-109,b or •3770

2100

+eoo

+4410

or

+e4;b or

+625

co.

+511000.

-4320oc.

+98jb or
+!3'700cc.

-3100cc.

Bal.+ 826

It will be noticed, dtout makes clear, that early in
the oase when the gastro-intestinal balances are negative,
that the tissues balances are poaitive, and later when the

gastro-intestinal balances are po£itive, the tissue balances

are negative.

~he

two s-ete of figures offset each other

with oonsiderable acouraoy.
not follow the

least, when

Aleo, the urine output does

p~rente~al inta~e,

~he

parenteral

inta~e

the urine

out~ut

being

is greateet.

He concludes from this study that, from proper water
exchan~e

records, one may determine the severity of the

case of ileus and the daily progress that is being made
toward recovery.

Also that one may determine when it is

safe to administer liquid nourishment and to remove the
tubal drainage used, and place the patient on his own.
Stout claims to be able to predict the development of

edema even before it is determinable clinically.
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COl!CLUS IONS

(1). Functional ileus may be defined as a disorganization ana impairment of the motor functlonb of the gastro-intestinal tract, with resul&ing toxemia and blood

chemistry changes, and shoulu be oonsidereu a definite
pathological

anti~y.

(:.::;).The functional ileus that almost immediately

follows a lapbrotomy ic Que to a reflex
inhibition o:f intestinal motility.

s~lanohnic

nerve

:F'unotional ileus,

tbb. t ii.:• eeoond.ary to s.. mechanical obstruction is ueually

due to an exoesoive stretching of the intestinal muecu.
lature.

The cause of 11he functional ileus o:f' -peritonitis

is cornplex, and such factors as reflex snlanchnio nerve

inhibition, distention, "Olastic exudate between the loons

ot bowel, uyefunct1on of i..he myent.eric plexuti and toxic
-paralyi:sil:l of the splanchnio vaso-oonBGrictor fibers seem
to enter

in~o

itb prouuction.

(3). The treacments of all three forms of

functio~al

ileus is, essenti&lly non-surgical, anu consibts

ing to most

authoritie~.

ao~ord

not only in the treatment of

Qistention anu its secondary effects. but also, in the
pronhylaxis of cl.is ten ti on.
mor~hine

ana

Qrainage

~ith

pitre~sin

_,;oat inrnor tant measures are:

to increase intestinal tone; tubal

suction deflation; heat ta the abdomen;
-99-

ra~laceffient

Lherapy,

~onsisting

en a cslculated b9sis by routine
an~ & calculs~ea
need~d,

3~tiill~te

deoanding en the

cretions.

cf inLravenou8 fluids
waLer-bal~nced

charts

of the grams of sodium chloride
lo~s

of

E~stro-int~dtinal

rr&nEfusions msy be necessary

al~o

se-

for satis-

fao torv re';'lSccement thera"PY; intra-durs.l injection8 of
novacaind in Lhe non-peritonitic cypee of functional
i.leu.:;;,

that is, the funo ticnal ileus following surfical

trau.na anu cai3eS of advanced .nechanioal obstructior:,
since they are found to be ouite effective in stimulating the proplusive motility of the intestine.

(4).

When tbe functional ileus of -oeritonitis oc-

curs, it is found to be unusually resistant and le ebould

be tried to taKe the locd off the gut by decreasing, in
every way, its need for transporting fluids and gases.
rhis is accomnlished by immediate avoidance of all food;
by early tubal drainage. which iccludes colonic intuba-

tion anu early use of morphine.

It is found that once

extentiive Qiatentlon has occurred in neritonitls, nothing
~ecms

to be able to

overoo~e

attempts to stimulate tee

it.

Cnder these conditions,

pro~lusive ~otility

of the gut

by the above methods are futile and may be h&rmful.

lb).

The ideal and successful treatment then, reBolves

itself in the

~rophylaxis,

early diagnosis, and early in-

itiation of therapy, so tbat the generalized excessive
-lJO-

distention, that uaually results in a fatal outcome 1a
avoided.

The End
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